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CHAPTER 1; INTRODUCTION

Electron spin resonance (ESR) and phosphorescence studies have con-

tributed considerably to the understanding of the dynamics of excited
1-4)triplet states. Especially zero-field double resonance methods have

proved to be fruitful for the study of the population and decay routes

of the individual triplet spin states. These techniques, which up to

now have been applied mainly to organic systems, will be used to study

relaxation processes in the raetastable triplet Jahn-Teller states of

the F-centre in CaO of which the structure is given schematically in

figure 1.1.

The F-centre in CaO. CaO single

2- 2 +
crystals have a face-centered

cubic unit cell like NaCl. In a

O o O o O
twodimensional picture the posi-

( J O ( ) O tive Ca ions are shown as small

S s. circles, the oxygen ions as lar-

f~\l _ _ \(~\ f ^ 9 e r o n e s- T n e t"0 F-centre elec-

» / ^ ^ trons are kept in an oxygen va-

^_>^ "̂  . ,«» ^_. cancy by the potential field of

{-s I J \^) \^J {-* the surrounding ions.

O

O o O o O Fig. 1.1.

The aim is to investigate rates and mechanisms of the conversion

processes between the Jahn-Teller states. Although dynamica] processes

in Jahn-Teller systems have been considered extensively in many res-

pects (see for instance the excellent reviews of Ham , Sturge ,

Englman } experiments on spin relaxation as detailed as in the case of

substitutional Cu 2 + in La2Mg3(NO3) 12.24H2O, La2Mg3(NO3) 12.24I>2O and

Zn(BrO-)2.6H2O, are relatively few.

Here it is attempted to obtain similar information in the case of a

system with triplet spin and triple vibronic degeneracy.

As has been described theoretically by Kaplyanskii the degeneracy



between electronic states may be lifted by the application of uniaxial

stress. Experimentally Edel et al. have shown that the phosphores-

cent electronic state of the F-centre in CaO can be split by stress. We

will demonstrate how this property can be used to examine the dark pro-

cesses between the triplet spin levels.

Besides causing a shift in electronic energy, uniaxial stress may

introduce changes in the ESR spectrum. Generally these effects can be

accounted for with a phenomenological description in which terms

linearly dependent on strain are introduced in the spin Hamiltonian.

Within this description the coefficients of the strain terms are

written as a linear combination of elements of the magneto-elastic

tensor G. The components of this tensor appear in calculations con-

cerning acoustic absorption coefficients ' , one-phonon spin-
17— 18^ 13)

lattice relaxation times arid the ESR line shape

In this thesis we will consider the line shape of the optically de-

tected ESR spectrum of the F-centre in CaO. With e type strain as the

dominant strain perturbation, random intrinsic strain will be charac-

terized by only two strain parameters. Once the ESR resonance frequency

has been related to these strain parameters, an ESR line shape can be

calculated from a random strain model.

Probably the best understood and most widely investigated group of

defect centres in ionic crystals are the F-centres l (Farbe Zentren).

The defects consist of one or more electrons trapped in a vacancy at the

site of a negative ion. The nomenclature nowadays generally used for
22)

these centres is that of Sonder and Sibley
23)

F-centres within alkaline earth oxides have been reported for MgO
24)

and CaO , whereas the existence of these centres in SrO and BaO is

dubious. The F-centre in CaO has received most attention of this group

because it possesses several bound excited states

27)
Optically detected ESR measurements of Edel et al. confirm that

the phosphorescent T1 state of this centre is a Jahn-Teller system.
5)The three electronic Jahn-Teller states correspond with tetragonal

distortions (D., point symmetry) along the x, y and z crystal axes res-

pectively. The state for which the centre has been distorted along the



x axis will be denoted by <Jv • The y and z distortion correspond with

the wave functions \\> and F i 9 u r e 1>2- schematically represents

the energy level scheme of the P-centre.

exciting light

Figure 1.2.

Term scheme for the lowest states of a P-centre in CaO, the spin-

vibronic levels of the T state are given on an enlarged scale.

The laboratory reference frame is as given in the insert. The

polarization of the phosphorescence light and of the possible

microwave transitions is as indicated.

The polarization of the emitted light follows from the spin-orbit

coupling with the T state. For a tetragonal distortion, with S = 1,

at least two spin states should be degenerate. However, internal strain

will always be present in the crystals and this lifts the degeneracy

between the spin states. The zero-field splitting between the bottom

spin component and the upper pair in figure 1.2i is about 1.68 GHz
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Fig. 1.3.

Phosphorescence spectrum of the F-centre in CaO detected at 1.5 K.

The narrow peak at 5742 X corresponds with the zero-phonon line

emission light.



(5.6 10 cm ). The ESR transitions between such states and the re-

quired polarization of the microwave field are also given in figure

1.2.

ESR spectra of the F-centre were detected optically with the spec-

trometer described in chapter 2. In the experiments the detected
28—291

phosphorescenca light was restricted to the zero-phonon line

(figure 1.3.). This was done primarily because this narrow peak pre-

sents a way to discriminate between the three electronic states.

In the course of our investigation it became clear that the shape

of the double resonance spectra depends upon the strain present in the

CaO crystals (see for instance chapter 3).

By using uniaxial external stress the components of the magneto-

elastic tensor were obtained (chapter 3). This in turn facilitates the

description of the influence of intrinsic random strain upon the double

resonance spectra (chapter 5 ) .

From the time resolved experiments we find information about the

dynamics within the triplet system (chapter 4 ) .

A brief outline of the Jahn-Teller effect and the magnetic proper-

ties of the system are given in appendix A and C. Appendix B comprises

details of the effect of stress upon the triplet states.



CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL

EQUIPMENT

The experiments were carried out with the arrangement depicted sche-

matically in figure 2.1.

Fast spin-lattice relaxation processes tend to equalize the popula-

tions of the spin levels and give rise to a lifetime broadening of the

(zero-field) epr signals. To reduce the relaxation rate it was necessa-

ry to measure at low temperatures. A yellow coloured single crystal of

CaO (containing P-centres) was inserted in a liquid helium cryostat.

By pumping down the vapour pressure of the helium to 4 mm Hg the

temperature was lowered to 1.5 K.

The crystal was irradiated with light via quartz windows in the

walls of the cryostat. The exciting light, obtained from a 100 W mer-

cury lamp, was filtered by a 5 cm solution filter F. (100 g/1

CuSO..5H2O) and a Schott und Gen. UG-5 glass filter.

The emitted light (see figure 1.3.) passing through a Schott und

Gen. GG-9 glass filter was resolved by a Monospek 1000 monochromator

(usually at a 90 angle from the exciting light), and detected with a

Ga-As (C 31034 RCA) photomultiplier.

The crystal was surrounded by a helix, which was connected by a

coaxial line to a Hewlett Packard HP 8690 microwave sweep oscillator.

Microwaves in the range of 1 to 2 GHz were amplified by a Varian

(614 A) 20 W traveling wavetube amplifier and square wave modulated

at 120 Hz with a 50% duty cycle.

In the ODMR and PMDR experiments (see section 2.2.) the microwave-

induced change in the photomultiplier output was phase sensitive de-

tected with a Par HR-8 lock-in amplifier. When the changes are sampled

using a Varian C-1024 Cat or a Par boxcar type 162 system (164 plug-in)

the microwave-induced light changes can be studied as a function of

time (see also section 2.2.).

Stresses upon the crystal could be realizes by a device* trans-

Apparatus constructed by B. Rooswijk at OJT laboratory.
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Figure 3.1.

Schematic representation of the experimental arrangement.

The laboratory reference frame x, y, z, generally coincides with the

crystal axes.



Fig. 2.2. Cross section of the stressing mechanism.

(1) gas pressure; (2) membrane,- (3) gas chamber; (4) plunger;

(5) spring which neutralizes the stress induced by pumping down the

He vapour pressure in the cryostat; (6) coaxial line; (7) stainless

steel pressure rod; (8) cover plate of the cryostat; (9) helix;

(10) a screw permits vertical adjustment of the crystal; (11) He

Syphon inlet; (12) sample house; (13) quartz rods; (14) crystal.



forming the pressure in a gas chamber into uniaxial stress through a

connection with a stainless steel rod (figure 2.2.). The bottom end of

this rod was sealed to a quartz tail, which was positioned on top of

the CaO crystal.

2^2^ TECHNIQUES

Optical detection of magnetic resonance (ODMR) was first carried out

by Brossel and Bitter and Kastler who observed transitions

between the sublevels of the P. excited state of mercury. Geschwind

et al. and Sharnoff successfully employed the technique to res-

pectively inorganic and organic solid systems. The optical detection

of electron spin transitions in zero-field was first reported by
34)

Schmidt and van der Waals . The latter observed changes in the total

phosphorescence upon using resonant microwave radiation.

With the apparatus of figure 2.1. we monitor the intensity of the

zero-phonon line (figure 1.3.). When pumping with microwaves and

varying the microwave frequency, the intensity of the emission band

at 5742 £ is changed and a zero-field ODMR spectrum can be obtained

(see chapter 3). When the cryostat is placed between two Helmholtz

coils ODMR spectra in the presence of magnetic fields up to 50 Gauss

can be recorded.

When the optical spectrum is scanned, while pumping one of the

microwave transitions (fixed microwave frequency) a phosphorescence

microwave double resonance (PMDR) spectrum is obtained.

In the time resolved experiments (chapter 4) we used a resonant

microwave field and the phosphorescence was detected at a fixed wave-

length .

The microwave-induced changes in the emission light (about 0.5% of

the phosphorescence intensity) are comparable to the fluctuations in

the detected phosphorescence. Therefore, the induced changes were

sampled using a Varian C-1024 Cat or a Par boxcar system.

For a description o.r the observed phenomena an axes system coin-

ciding with he crystal exes is used (figure 2.1.).



2 ;3^ MATERIALS

Single crystals of CaO, additively coloured by heating them at

1700 C in Ca vapour at pressures in the range of 1.5 to 40 torr, were

supplied by Dr. E.B. Hensley. The density of the F-centres is propor-
17 18

tional to the Ca vapour pressure and varies from 1.9 10 to 5.2 10

centres/cm .

Commercially available coloured crystals have been obtained from

Spicer Ltd. No difference in response between the crystals of either

source was found.

10



CHAPTER 3: A PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE EFFECT OF STRAIN

ON THE ZERO-FIELD SPLITTINGS IN THE T STATE

3_. 1 . _ INTRODUCTION

Optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) in zero-field of the

CaO : F-centre has been observed at 1.4 K by monitoring the effect of

microwave resonance on the zero-phonon line emission intensity . The

ODMR spectrum (figure 3.1.) shows two distinct microwave transitions

at 1.70 and 1.68 GHz, corresponding respectively to a decrease and an

increase in the phosphorescence intensity.

Phosphorescence microwave double resonance (PMDR) revealed three

lines with peaks at 5740, 5743 (figure 3.2.) and 5742 8 (figure 3.3.).

The latter line arises from pumping at 1.68 GHz, the outer lines from

pumping at 1.70 GHz.

For interpreting the ODMR and PMDR spectra, intrinsic strain present

in the crystal is an important feature since:

(i) the magnitude of the zero-field splittings between the spin-

vibronic states of the individual Jahn-Teller distortions is

dependent on strain;

(ii) the rates of the relaxation processes between the spin-

vibronic states are affected by strain.

Employing uniaxial stress, the strain-induced changes in the zero-

field splittings (chapter 3) and also those in the relaxation rates

(chapter 4) are first studied separately.

Then the effects of intrinsic strain will be dealt with (chapter 5).

Evidence will be presented that the F-centres are subjected to an in-

trinsic random strain present in the crystal.

Uniaxial stress produces shifts in the resonance frequencies.

Therefore, additional terms have to be introduced in the spin Hamil-

tonian. In section 3.2. the form of these additional terms will be

considered.

Experimental results of [111], [101] and [100 ] stress experiments

are presented in section 3.3. The magnitude of the G«.» G., a n d G33

11



I I
1.70 1.68 GHz

Figure 3.1.

OMDR spectrum recorded while monitoring the zero-phonon emission

light.

The transitions at 1.70 GHz and 1.68 GHz correspond with a decrease

and increase respectively of the phosphorescence intensity. The

microwave field was polarized along the x direction.

12



x pol

5740

z pol

5742 5744 k

Fig. 3.2.

Two PMDR lines detected with x polarized microwaves (v = 1.70 GHz),

Both lines correspond with a microwave-induced decrease in phos-

phorescence intensity. The polarizations of the light changes are

as indicated.

13



5740 5742 5744 A

Figure 3.3.

The single PMDR line when pumping at 1.68 GHz at 1.5 K.

The microwave field is polarized along the [111] direction.

14



components of the magneto-elastic tensor is determined in section 3.4.

An upper limit will be given for the G.^ and G,& components. Finally

a single spin-lattice Hamiltonian can be derived (section 3.5.) suit-

able for the entire T, state.
lu

3;2._ ™E_SPIN-LATriCE_HAMILTONIAN__(l)

The spin Hamiltonian for the F-centre contains terms representative

of;

a. The zero-field splitting represented by the phenomenological

expression S.D.S ;

b. The Zeeman interaction g$H.S ;

c. The effect of strain upon the magnetic interactions h ;

H = S\D.S + gfrLs + H .

The S.D.S term, of the spin Hamiltonian in our system mainly

arises from the spin-spin dipolar interaction, but it may also contain

a contribution due to spin-orbit coupling. It (partially) removes the

degeneracy of the triplet spin levels even without an external magne-

tic field and causes the zero-field splitting.

The Zeeman interaction between a constant magnetic field and the

total spin S is proportional to the strength of the applied field H.

Since the experiments were performed at zero-field or at weak magnetic

fields (up to 50 Gauss) the changes in the spin energies were small

compared with the zero-field splitting D, even in the case of applied

stress which will be considered below. Then, for the F-centre, the

S.D.S term appears to be the main part of the spin Hamiltonian and

the Zeeman interaction and spin-lattice interactions may be considered

as perturbations. A more detailed discussion about the S.D.S term

and the Zeeman interaction can be found in appendix C.

To describe the effect of stress on the energy of the spin levels,

the spin-lattice Hamiltonian H is introduced in the spin Hamilto-

nian. The allowed stress-induced terms for a system with S = 1 are of

the type H.S and S.S. ,. (i,j = x, y, z ) .

15



As we did not observe any g shift, the term linear in both spin and

magnetic field will not be considered in the following.

The additional terms in the spin Hamiltonian are written as

This linear combination of quadratic spin operators is called the

spin-lattice Haroiltonian H . F is a second-rank symmetric tensor

which depends on the lattice strain. Since only differences in energy

are observed Z F.. is taken equal to zero.

Only spin operators are included in equation (3.1.), and thus a

mixing of spin states belonging to different Jahn-Teller distortions

is excluded. This assumption is based upon the experimental results

given in section 3.3. The measured polarizations of the microwave-

induced light changes indicate that mixing between the vibronic Jahn-

Teller states is of minor importance.

Therefore, the problem of calculating the energies of the T

spin-vibronic states is reduced to that of constructing a spin-lattice

Hamiltonian for each individual Jahn-Teller distortion.

Since the changes in the transition frequencies proved to be pro-

portional to the applied pressure (section 3.3.) we can restrict our-

selves to write the components of F as a linear combination of the
39)

strain parameters e

Fij = Zkl Gijkl ekl <3-2'>

In this expression e, . is an element of the lattice strain tensor

e and G is a fourth-rank tensor symmetric to the interchange of i and
40)

j. Because of this symmetry we use the Voigt notation , in which

second-rank tensors such as the strain tensor and the F tensor become

six-dimensional column matrices, and fourth-rank tensors such as the

G tensor become six-dimensional square matrices.

The number of independent components of the G matrix is determined

by the local symmetry of the centre.'The three Jahn-Teller distortions

have D. symmetry, and the G matrix in Voigt notation for the Jahn-

16



Teller state corresponding with the z distortion can be expressed as
41)
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where the standard Voigt contraction of indices has been used, i.e.

1 = xx

2 = yy

3 = zz

4 = yz

5 = zx

6 = xy

(3.4.)

The relationship between the components of F and e can be written as
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The G matrices applicable for the x and y distortions are given by

the following expressions
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When neglecting the effects of intrinsic strain present in the

crystal, the spin Hamiltonian for an individual Jahn-Teller distortion

in the presence of uniaxial stress may be expressed as

H = Hr H
SL

(3.7.)

H determines the zero-field splitting in the absence of strain. A

discussion concerning this part of the spin Hamiltonian can be found

in appendix C. In some of our experiments a static magnetic field has

been used. Then a Zeeman term (appendix C) has to be included in the

spin Hamiltonian.

The energy of the spin sublevels of the .Tahn-Teller state \p

|(V = £, r\, £'/) corresponding with a Jahn-Teller distortion along either

the x, y or z axis of the crystal respectively) can be calculated

using the set of basis functions i|> T., in which the spin function T.

(i = x, y, z) is an eigenfunction of H for S = 1.

3.3. STRESS-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE ZERO-FIELD_SPLITTINGS

Uniaxial stress has been applied along the [ill], [101] and [100]

directions of the CaO crystal. For each direction of the stress ODMR

and PMDR spectra have been recorded. In this section we' will present

experimental results together with a discussion of the origin of the

detected, resonances.

[ill] pressure

Stress along the [111] axis of the CaO crystal (pressure p up to
2

15 kg/mm ) does not produce a shift of the zero-phonon line (figure

18
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Figure 3.4.

Stress-induced splitting of the T state obtained from equation 3

of appendix B, and plotted as a function of the pressure along:

a) the [100] direction;

b) the [101] direction;

c) the [111] direction.
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(b)

i i

1-70 1.68 GHz
i i

1.70 1.68GHZ

Figure 3.5.

a) ODMR spectrum recorded without stress.

b) ODMR spectrum but now recorded while a uniaxial stress

(p = 10 kg/mm ) was applied along the till] direction.

20



1.3.) Therefore, the three Jahn-Teller states remain close together in

energy (figure 3.4.c).
2

With a pressure of about 10 kg/mm along the [ill] axis no shift of

the ODMR signal, as compared to the resonance at zero-pressure, has

been detected (figure 3.5.). The PMDR spectra corresponding with the

1.68 and 1.70 GHz ODMR lines are the same as detected without pressure

(figure 3.2. and figure 3.3.). These results demonstrate that the

effect of t_ type strain upon the energy of the spin-vibronic Jahn-

Teller states is of minor importance.

The presence of the external stress gives rise to a broadening of

the 1.68 GHz line which can be accounted for by:

(i) The effect of the G.. and G g 6 terms in the spin-lattice Hamil-

tonian (section 3.2.). These terms can produce a splitting

between the upper spin levels of the individual Jahn-Teller

states (see page 31 and 32 ) . In that cc*je two microwave tran-

sitions may be generated at slightly different microwave

frequencies.

This effect can be present when the stress is directed

(closely) along the [ill] direction.

(ii) Misalignment of the crystal with respect to the direction of

the stress. Then, generally, the stress-induced changes in the

zero-field splittings (section 3.2.) will become different for

the ipp. , ip and ty Jahn-Teller states, and the microwave

resonances depicted in figure 1.2. occur at slightly different

microwave frequencies.

In this case e strain will contribute to the line broadening

(through the participation of the G,., G j , and G-, terms in

the spin-lattice Hamiltonian; see section 3.2.) .

[101] pressure

With p // [101] the ijj state will be the lowest11* (figure 3.4.b.),

and when the splitting between the ib and the ip_- and i> states

noo r£oo Coo2
is sufficiently large as compared to M at 1.5 K (p > 3 kg/mm ), only

21
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detection
y=y

Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6. presents the lab axes system (x, y, z) used to
c c c

describe the experiments. The axes system x , y , z corresponds

with the crystallographic axes in a [101] pressure experiment.

The superscript c has been dropped in the text.
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the zero-phonon emission line of the i\) state will be observed at

higher wavelengths.

The ODMR spectra were recorded with the microwave field polarized

along the [101] direction, i.e. H. had components along the x and z

directions (figure 3.6.). The ODMR spectrum (figure 3.7.) consists of

two lines both corresponding to an increase of the phosphorescence

intensity.

A maximum Zeeman splitting between the ODMR lines is obtained with

a magnetic field along the y axis (figure 3.8.). With a magnetic field

(40 Gauss) oriented along the x or z direction of the laboratory refe-

rence frame only small shifts (8-16 MHz) of the ODMR transitions (to

higher resonance frequencies) are observed. These results demonstrate

that tjj is indeed the lowest Jahn-Teller state.

Without pressure a PMDR line at 5742 8 corresponding with a micro-

wave-induced light increase has been detected (figure 3.3.). When

pumping with microwaves at either one of the resonance frequencies

under [101] stress (figure 3.9.), the PMDR line corresponding with a

microwave-induced light increase, the 5742 8 line at zero-pressure,

shifts with increasing pressure to higher wavelengths linear propor-

tional to the applied pressure. The position of these PMDR lines co-

incides with that of the direct observed phosphorescence.

The intensity of the 5740 and 5743 8 PMDR lines (figure 3.2.) de-

creases when an external stress is applied along the [101] axis; at
2

p > 2.5 kg/mm these lines cannot be detected by our arrangement. This

behaviour of the 5740 and 5743 A PMDR lines can be understood as

follows. Only P-centres subjected to a specific type of intrinsic

strain give rise to the 5740 and 5743 X PMDR lines (chapter 5 ) . When

external [101] stress is applied the special effect of this local

strain is diminished.

Figure 3.9. gives the ODMR resonance frequencies as a function of

the pressure along the [101] direction. The frequencies of the

observed transitions are linearly dependent on the pressure p. This

denotes that only linear strain terms have to be considered in the
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1.660 1.617GHz
I I

Figure 3.7.

2
ODMR spectrum detected in the presence of a pressure p = 15 kg/mm

directed along the [101] axis. Both ODMR signals correspond with an

increase in the phosphorescence intensity

was directed along the [101] axis.

ph
. The microwave field

1.80 GHz 1.70 1.60 1.50

Alphl

1778 GHz 1.496GHz

Figure 3.8.

ODMR spectrum recorded with:
2

p = 15 kg/mm // [101] axis, a magnetic field of 50 Gauss directed

along the y axis and the microwave field polarized along the [101]

axis.
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».6O-

10 20 P(kg/mm2)

Fig. 3.9.

Microwave resonance frequencies as a function of the applied stress

nearly along the [101] direction of the CaO crystal.
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description of section 3.2. The origin of the ODMR line splitting is

discussed in section 3.4.

[100] pressure

For [100] pressure the î>_ state shifts to a higher electronic
11) ^

energy and the <p and \p states, which remain (nearly) degene-

rate, shift to a lower energy (figure 3.4.a.). When the splitting is

large as compared to kT, only emission from the lowest Jahn-Teller
states will be observable.

2
With a pressure of 12 kg/mm the zero-phonon line is shifted to

5747.4 H. The ODMR spectrum recorded at this wavelength ( with the micro-

wave field polarized along the x axis of the crystal) shows two micro-

wave transitions at 1.69 and 1.59 GHz (figure 3.10.). The ODMR spectrum

can be described using the energy level scheme of figure 3.11, The x

polarized light increase induced by microwave pumping at 1.59 GHz (fi-

gure 3.10.) is accounted for by the

ill T -*• \l) T
rnoo y Ynoo zand

transitions.

When a static magnetic field (up to 50 Gauss) is introduced along

either the x, y or z axis, the resonances occur at the appropriate

microwave frequencies and confirm the. level scheme depicted in figure

3.11.

The presence of the 1.69 GHz transition demonstrates that the micro-

wave field in the helix is not completely x polarized, and that owing

to this inhomogeneity also transitions with a different microwave pola-

rization can be generated. The microwave induced increase of z pola-

rized light is ascribed to the <!> ^ "*" ̂ noo'
r transition. It should

be noted that the decrease in x polarized light induced by microwave

pumping at 1.69 GHz cannot arise from the ty x and ty T states. In

fact this "wrong" polarization is a manifestation of the dynamics of

the system. The origin of this ODMR line will be discussed in chapter

4.

The transition frequencies, plotted as a function of the applied
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z poUmzatofi

I I I
1600 GHz

Figure 3.10.

2
ODMR spectra recorded under [100] stress (p = 12 kg/mm ) . The

microwave field is dominantly along the x direction. The optical

polarization of the light changes is also indicated.
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Figure 3.11.

Level splittings of the
2,

T state of the F-centre under [100]

stress (p = 12 kg/mm ) . The zero-field splittings are shown on

an enlarged scale.
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1.65-

1.60-

10 15

Figure 3.12.

ODMR transition frequencies plotted as a function of the pressure

p along the [100] axis.
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pressure (figure 3.12.), show a linear behaviour. As noted before this

same behaviour was also found in the [101J stress experiment. This legi-

timates the phenomenological description of section 3.2. which was

restricted to terms linear in strain only.

3.4. _ THE COMPONENTS OP THE MAGNETO-ELASTIC TENSOR

With the results of section 3.3. we can now determine the components

of the magneto-elastic tensor G.

[ill] pressure

42)
The stress components along the cubic axes are

Xll = X22 = X33 = X23 = X31 = X12 = I P

In terms of the applied stress, H for the Ui Jahn-Teller state
SL T\00

becomes (3.8.)

;11 + G12 " 2'G33) (S11 + 2 S12 5 (Sx " 2 Sy + Sz '

+ G44S44 (SxSy + Sy Sx + Sy Sz + Sz Sy ) + G66S44 (SxSz + S z S ;

where p is the magnitude of the applied pressure and G.. is a component

of the magneto-elastic tensor. S.., S.? and S.. a:e the compliance, con-
43)

stants (see appendix B ) . From reference we obtain

S 1 2 = 5.82 10"
1 3 cm2/dyne S 1 2 = - 1.36 10~

1 3 cm2/dyne

S 4 4 =13.1 10~ 1 3 cm2/dyne

The effect of the spin operators S. (i = x, y, z) is dealt with in

appendix C.

In expression (3.8.) the terms dependent on (G . + G., - yG 3 3) cause

a change in the D splitting which is proportional to p, whereas the Gfifi

term introduces a splitting between the upper spin levels (see page 32)

proportional to p.

Changes in the zero-field splittings that are not proportional with

p can arise from the G.. term of expression (3.8.) (see equation 3.11.).

Since only a broadening of the 1.66 GHz ODMR line has been observed

in the [111] stress experiment (figure 3.5.), the effect of the indi-
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vidual terms considered above must be small (changes in the zero-field

splitting are of the order of a few MHz, i.e. small compared with the

effects observed in [100] and [101] stress experiments (see figure 3.10.

and figure 3.7.) ) •

From these arguments we conclude

+ G1 24
G33 ) (3.9.)

Taking the -j GAASAA -S + S S.) terms into account only (i

x, z) an upper limit for the G.. component can be derived. The energy

of the tynoo spin-vibronic levels is calculated from the secular determi-

nant

— D - E ~ ? PG44S44

44°44

344S44

" 3 pG44S44 = 0 (3.10.)

This gives E. = -z D, while the other roots are approximated by

E 2 *
2 2 2

~9D P G44
2 2

(3.11.)

"44 "44

From the ODMR spectrum of figure 3.5. we find that the shift in the
2

resonance frequency is smaller than 10 MHz for p = 10 kg/mm , thus
1 2

from (3.11.) and E. = j D we calculate with S.. = 13.1 cm /dyne.

|G44| < 7.2 cm"
1 (3.12.)

Likewise an upper limit for the G,,. term of expression (3.8.) can be

obtained, when we restrict ourselves to the spin-lattice interaction
1

term •? PG,, S.. (S S + S S ) only.
3 66 44 x z z x J

The energy of the spin levels of the ill Jahn-Teller state is cal-
rr)oo

culated from

1 -
- E

" T D ~ E

-3 P G66 S44

366S44

3-D-E

= 0 (3.13.)
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The spin-vibronic energies are

El = J D + IP G66S44
E 2 = " T D (3.14.)

2
At p = 10 kg/mm the shift in the resonance frequency is smaller

than 10 MHz (figure 3.5.), thus we now find

JG66| < 0.78 cm"
1 (3.15.)

From the spin-lattice Hamiltonians corresponding to the i)). and

ijj_ states the same relations are obtained.

[100] pressure

42)
The stress components along the cubic axes are

Xll = P ' X22 = X33 = X23 = X31 = X12 = °

The spin lattice Hamiltonian applicable to the IJJ state takes the

form (3.16)

HSL = p (S11 " S12 ) I Gll Sx 2 ~ (G11 + G12 J Sv 2 + G12 S'

where the relation G. K 2 (G.. + G.p) has already been substituted in

this expression.

The lp^^T ->• ^ Q Q T transition frequency is only slightly dependent

on the magnitude of the pressure (see figure 3.12.). The change in this

frequency as calculated from expression (3.16) is

-p (S11 - SJ2) (2 Glt + G12)

therefore we assume

2 G n + G,_ « 0 (3.17.)

A relative large decrease in the transition frequency has been ob-
2

served for the fnQ(S "* ̂ n 0
T transition. At a pressure of 12 .kg/mm

this transition is observed at 1.59 GHz (figure 3.10.). The change in

the resonance frequency, Av, obtained' from (3.16.) is given by
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AV = -p ( S u - S12) (G u 12

« 3p ( S U - S12, G n <3-18«>

2
With Av = -90 MHz, p = 12 kg/mm and following the convention of

44)
Fosbergh that a positive stress is a compression we calculate

G,, fcs -1.2 cm . The G.^ and G.,, components are calculated with (3.17.)

and (3.9.). The result is

G n » - 1.2 cm"1

G12 « 2.4 cm"1 (3.19.)

G f» 2.4 cm"

[101] pressure

42)
The stress components are

_ l_
Xll = X33 = X13 = 2 P ! X22 = X23 = X12 = °

The Hamiltonian valid for the \p state under 1101] pressure can

then be presented by

x y z 66 44 x z z :

The ODMR spectrum recorded at p = 20 kg/mm consists of two lines at

1.655 and 1.588 GHz (see section 3.3.). The splitting between the ODMR

lines is accounted for by (i) misalignment of the crystal with respect

to the direction of the stress, and (ii) the effect of the G_- term of

expression (3.20.).

(i) Misalignment of the crystal with respect to the direction of

the stress. We have looked into the dependence of the transi-

tion frequencies with respect to the orientation of a pressure

of constant magnitude. When neglecting the G,- term it follows

that the transition frequencies are very sensitive to small

deviations from the [101] direction. The first derivatives of

the frequency, with respect to the polar coordinates which des-

cribe the direction of the stress, reach a maximum there. Hence

it may be expected that a splitting between otherwise coin-
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ciding ODMR transitions in a [101] experiment is hard to avoid.

As an example the ODMR line splitting J2E| as a function of the

parameter a is given in table 3.1. The ODMR splitting J2EJ is

equal to the energy splitting between the T and T spin levels

of the \p state, 0.1: in terms of the principal values of the

zero-field tensor D (see appendix C) j 2E j = |x-ZJ for a t|;

state, a represents the angle between the uniaxial stress

lying in the xz plane (of the crystal axes system) and the

[101] direction.

Table 3.1.

ODMR line splitting

j 2E1 = 3pG,, (S,, - S.

ja|
0°

1°

3°
5°

7°
9°

J2E|
0

5

16

26

37

47

MHz

MHz

MHZ

MHz

MHZ

MHZ

12
• jcos2 (45 -a) - cos (45 + a)j

as a function of the angle a

at a constant pressure of
2

20 kg/mm

At p = 20 kg/mm the splitting between the ODMR lines is about

67 MHz (see figure 3.9.). This large splitting is not likely to

be induced by a misalignment of the crystal only. Also the G

term will contribute to the splitting. As will be shown the up-

per limit of |G66i calculated from the ODMR line splitting is

comparable with the result already obtained from the [111]

stress experiment (page 32 ) .

(ii) The effect of the -j p G g 6 S
4 4

term of expression

(3.20.). Even when the stress is well aligned along the [101]

axis, there may be a splitting between the upper spin levels of

the \b Jahn-Teller state. The magnitude of this splitting
rioo

|2EJ is found to be

"44
(3.21.)

As the influence of misalignment upon the level splitting may
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be important (table 3.1.) only an upper limit of |G,g| has been

calculated. With p = 20 kg/mm , |2E| =67 MHz

and 344 = 13.1 10~13.

JG66| < .87 cm"
1 (3.22.)

We note that the upper limit of |G,,| as given by expression

(3.22.) is somewhat higher than the result given in (3.15.).

The upper limit obtained from the [101] experiment is assumed

to be enhanced because of a contribution to the ODMR line

splitting on account of misalignment of the crystal (with

respect to the direction of the stress).

3.5^ THE SPIN-LATTICE HAMILTONIAN (2)_

Instead of the description of single vibronic Jahn-Teller states

(corresponding with D.. systems) subjected to strain, a spin-lattice
3

Hamiltonian applicable to the T. state (0 symmetry) can be derived.

In chapter 5 the zero-field ODMR line shape will be related to the

intrinsic strain of the CaO crystal. The alternative form of the spin-

lattice Hamiltonian (3.31.) derived in this section will then be very

useful.

We restrict ourselves to the limiting case that non-secular t_ -

type interactions are completely quenched. Then the basis jv. > with

V = tyr ,IJJ . il)_ and i = T , T , T must diagonal ize the spin-r£oo' rr|oo Yc,oo x' yr z ^ r

lattice Hamiltonian.

This condition is fulfilled if the terms contributing to the Hamil-

tonian are of the type

O = L 2 ( d S 2 + d S 2 + d S 2 ) (3.23.)

x x xx x yy y zz z v '

with

d = I g e
p p q M q ( 3. 2 4 O

e = e
q qq

and g is to be related to elements of the magneto-elastic tensor G.

Application of the symmetry operations of the 0, point group on 0
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generates a number of additional terms which are all quadratic in the

orbital operators, L , and ?lso quadratic in the spin operators S .

The linear combination of terms thus obtained must be invariant to the

cubic symmetry operations. In this way the number of g matrix elements

is reduced to five.

HSL = L x 2 { (gllel+9l2e2+9l2e3)Sx2 + (g21ei+922
e2+923e3)Sv2 (3'25-}

( g21 e3 + g22 el + g23 e2 ) Sy 2

Application of (3.25.) to the ty state yields only contributions
2 T00

of operators containing L and L , resulting in the following

H a = { ( gll + g22 ) el + (g12+g21)e2 + ( g12 + g23 ) 63 } Sx

+ {(g2l
+g23)el + (g23+g21)e2 + ( g22 + g22 ) e3 } ^

The Hamiltonian of (3.26.) can be transformed in an expression con-

taining two parts, an e -type strain interaction and an a. type strain

interaction. E -type strain is characterized by the strain parameters

eg and e , a. strain by the strain parameter e.

ee = e3 4 (ei + e2> e i = - I ee+ fe ee + I e

ee = T- (ei - V e2 = - T ee~ 73 ee + 1 e

e = e l + e 2 + e 3 e3 = f e6 + | e

Equation (3.26.) then becomes
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Sh

9 9 9 9 9 ? F 9 2 9 9

(gn-g21-g12-g22) { y *e
 l 2 L

z W x ~ L y V + 73 <Lxsx"Lysy)}

9 9 1 9 ^c* 9 9
+ g21S {ea (L^ - j L) + T | (L^ - L'1)}

e ( L S + L V + L V ) }

+ (g21 + g 2 2 + g23> j e L2|S (3.27)

Likewise we can find the Hamiltonians corresponding to the x and y

distortions.

As only differences in energy between the spin-vibronic levels of

an individual Jahn-Teller state are detected we set Z.S, . . = 0-.
i [Vi >

E, . represents the energy corresponding to the |Vi> state
(V = ^oo' ̂ noo' *?oo'" i = Tx' Ty' "V' T h i s r e l a t i o n should hold for
any direction of the stress. We then obtain

9n + 2 g21 = 0 (3.28.)

*12 + g22 + g23 = °

To find the relationship between the g elements and the components

of the G tensor expression (3.26.) is compared with expression (3.5.).

The result is

G U

G33 = 2g22

• g22

g 21
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So far the relations obtained generally hold for any 3T system.

We will now introduce experimental results which will reduce the spin-

lattice Hamiltonian (3.26.) to a more simple form (3.31.), (3.32.).

Experimentally we have found G.^ = G,, = -G.. (eq. (3.19.)) so that

the following relations are obtained

g n = g23 = " 2 gi2 (3'30')

g21 = g22 = g12

From a comparison of the experimental results (3.30.) and the

Hamiltonian of eq. (3.27.) it is concluded that a. strain can be

neglected in the spin-lattice Hamiltonian.

Using the expressions (3.29.) and (3.30.) the spin-lattice Hamilto-

nian given for the T state (3.25.) becomes

HSL = ~ Gn[ Lx 2 {(-2e1+e2+e3)Sx
2
+(e1+e2-2e3)Sy

2 (3.31.)

Alternatively the spin-lattice Hamiltonian can be expressed in the

e -type strain parameters e_ and e only.

HsL = eeGii { f ' ^ V - L A 2 - L y

es Gll {5(LxV" W > " (LxH2) (S
 Z

- ^ 2 + 2 L z
2 ) (S x

2-S y
2)}

Static intrinsic strain in the CaO crystal may contribute to in-

homogeneous broadening. In chapter 5 it will be shown that the ODMR
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spectra can be explained by a random strain model in which equation

(3.32.) will be very fruitful.
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CHAPTER 4: RELAXATION PROCESSES WITHIN THE 3T., STATE

4ii-_ INTRODUCTION

A study has been made of the relaxation paths within the T. state.

3
It will be shown that the population of the components of the T.

state is determined by four dynamic processes.

1. Intersystem crossing from the T. state to the T, state

(see figure 1.2.).

2. Decay to the A state.

3. Spin-lattice relaxation between the components of an individual

Jahn-Teller state.

4. Internal conversion between the spin states of different

vibronic Jahn-Teller states.

In the presence of uniaxial stress along the [101] or [100] direc-

tion the number of relaxation processes can be reduced (see section

4.2.).

In section 4.3. a discussion will be given about the experimental

data of section 4.2.

4.2. TIME-RESOLVED EXPERIMENTS

[101] stress

2
Uniaxial pressures (up to 20 kg/mm ) can be applied along the [101]

axis without cracking the crystal. The splitting between the vibronic
2

states (figure 3.4.b.) is large with respect to kT for p > 6 kg/mm .

Then dark processes from the lower ty state to the higher lying

i|V and ty states will be an improbable process (see section 4.3.) .

Therefore, the population decay of the components of the ij; state is

determined by:

(i) spin-lattice relaxation ' between the IJJ spin-vibronic

levels

and
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(ii) radiative- and radiationless processes to the A ground

t t 28)
 i g

state

By pumping with microwave pulses in one of the ODMR resonances (see

figure 3.7. and figure 3.9.) and collecting the light change as a func-

tion of time, the return of the population of each of the \p upper

spin levels to steady state conditions (after the microwave pulse) has

been studied. The effect of a microwave pulse is an increase in the

population of the upper spin levels and therefore the change after the

pulse is a decay (figure 4.1.).

In appendix D it will be shown that the time dependent part of the

phosphorescence corresponding to process(V)of figure 4.1. can be

approximated by

/2 2
{-(w +w. ) + /w -w w, +w, i

AI It) = c,e ay bY aY a v bY by] t
ph 1

. „ - \ kt
3

I , (t) is the time dependent part of the phosphorescence; c., c?

and c, are coefficients (independent of the time), k is the rate of

the decay from the upper spin levels to the A. ground state and w

and w, are spin-lattice relaxation rates (see figure 4.6.) .

The first two terms account for the decrease in intensity of process

. The third term corresponds with the slow increase of light inten-

sity observed after the decrease(3j«

The phosphorescent decay rate of the T^ state (k . ) can be ex-

pressed as k ft1 -rk (see appendix D) . It could be verified that expe-

rimentally the rate of the slow increase of the light intensity to

steady state equilibrium is indeed the same as the phosphorescence

decay rate k . .

The decay of process(3)is fast relative to the subsequent increase

to steady state equilibrium. Therefore we assume this decay to be

determined by fie spin-lattice relaxation between the components of
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\ microwavepulse

250t»sec

Figure 4.1.

Time behaviour of the light change in a microwave puise experiment in

the presence of external stress (p = 10 kg/nun ) along the [101 ]

direction.

MJ steady state situation Al . = 0.

(S\ microwave-induced light change (AI )„

(T) relative fast decay after the microwave pulse is completed.
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100 200 300 400 pz<kg/mm2)2 ..

Figure 4.2.

Decay times as a function of the pressure p along the [101] direction.
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the tli state.

Both ODMR resonances exhibit a decay [3J that can be fitted by a

single exponential. The ratio of the decay times obtained from respec-

tively the lowest and the highest resonances is 0.7. The decay times

corresponding with the lower resonances of figure 3.9. are plotted
2

as a function of p (see figure 4.2.).

As the energy separation between the ifi Jahn-Teller state and the

^£oo' ^t o J a n n ~ T e H e r states is linear with p (figure 3U4U) , the spin-

lattice relaxation rate is proportional to l/(/\E) » Thus coupling

between these Jahn-Teller states appears to be a determining factor

for relaxation within an isolated Jahn-Teller state,.

LlOO] stress*

Au x polarized microwave field

In the presence of [100] stress the energy of both the \p and

lj> state is lowered (see figure 3.4.a.). The tjj and <JJ states

are degenerate« Therefore a new relaxation process, internal conver-

sion between the <!'„__ and if; states, may contribute to the decay in

light intensity following a microwave pulse„

The ODMR spectrum in the presence of a [100] uniaxial pressure of
2

12 kg/mm has been given in figure 3.10. Apart from the x polarized

light change at 1.69 GHz, the ODMR spectrum can be explained assuming

the microwave transitions to occur between the states depicted in the

level scheme of figure 3.11.

Owing to inhomogeneities in the microwave H. field also transi-

tions with other microwave polarizations can be generated* From these

ODMR resonances only the \p T •> lp T transition (z polarized light

change; see figure 3.10.) can be detected by our arrangement.

We will concentrate upon the z polarized light changes first. The

energy gap between the >J>£ and the ib , ip Jahn-Teller states is

large as compared to kT at 1.5 K (AE > 14 cm for p > 3.6 kg/run ) .

Therefore dark processes from the lower Jahn-Teller states into the

higher lying tjj, state can be neglected (see section 4.3.). With

pressures larger than 8 kg/mm the measured decay of the ip T

level is of the same order of magnitude as the phosphorescence life-

time, 44



2
Again the decay tiroes turned out to be proportional to p (figure

4.3.). The decay times are comparable to those found under [101J

stress„

The very fast rate of the x polarized light changes in the phos-

phorescence intensity, after pumping the IJJ T •*• \p T and 'I'roô  "*"

i|>- T microwave transitions (see figure 3.11.) does not depend on p,

and T is of the order of 2 - 4 usec

It is to be noted that the decay of the 4L 0 0
T state is roughly three

orders of magnitude faster than the spin-lattice relaxation processes

operative between the spin levels in the situation where <!>_.-_ is not

degenerate with another Jahn-Teller state. See also figure 4,4.

The data indicate that:

(i) the relaxation of the tf'-.-̂.T is determined by a coupling with
T)OO X

the higher lying >̂- state;

(ii) for the fast relaxation channel of the ̂ n o ox and 'J)Coo
Tstates, which is not present for a non-degenerate i|>noo Jahn-

Teller state (see page 43), this coupling is of minor impor-

tance (no p dependence) and therefore under [100] stress its

mechanism has to be developed in terms of the two lowest

vibronic Jahn-Teller states

and

(iii) since a fast component in the relative slow ti/ T and il>_ T
HOO x £oo x

decay is lacking, the rapid relaxation of the ijj _T and
T]00 Z

only.

s t a t e s i s restricted to the i|>?00Tz and i|>n00Ty states

Apart from an increase in z polarized light, the microwave transi-

tion at 1.69 GHz also induces a decrease in x polarized emission

(figure 3.10.). Since light of this polarization can only originate

from the ij> T and ijj T levels (figure 3.11.) , which cannot be

pumped at this microwave frequency, their change in population must be

connected by some relaxation channel to the microwave induced change

in the population of the 1»noo-y¥nooV ^O O
Tz a n d < W x leV6lS" A n

interesting observation confirming this is that the risetime of the x
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Figure 4.3.

p // [100]. Decay times (as a function of the pressure p)

corresponding with the decay of z polarized light following upon a

microwave pulse at v = 1.69 GHz.
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Figure 4.4.

p // [100], p = 12 kg/mm . Time behaviour of the light change in a

microwave pulse experiment involving the

transitions.
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polarized emission, after the microwave pulse is finished, is of the

same order of magnitude as the decay time of the z polari2.ed emission„

This contrasts with the fast pressure independent decay arising when

the 'f'nQQT and ̂ CoC)T levels are directly pumped by the microwave

radiation and proves that the recurrence to steady state population is

rate determined by the relaxation rate of the i|J nT and tyrnrT levels.
T|00 X C,00 X

The change in the population of the *l>no0T and <IVooT levels on

application of microwave power is an increase, which in turn means a

decrease in the non-emitting ty T and 'I'J-QQT 1.evelsu Therefore the

depletion of the ty T and \Ji T levels, must be due to the microwave

induced depletion of the t|/ T and <IVooT( levels, from which we alrea-

dy know that their communication with either the Ui T and/or tyr^nT
Tjoo z ipOu y

levels is very effective.

B. y polarized microwave field

The zero-field ODMR spectrum recorded with an y polarized microwave

field and with a pressure of 12 kg/mm along the [100] axis is shown

in figure 4.5.

Before giving a description, we note that only the \1> T •*• to T
= 3 tr t i rt|00 Z T£OO X

transition (figure 3.11.) can be pumped by these microwaves.

No ODMR line at 1.59 GHz due to a small inhomogeneity in H. was

observed,. This suggests that the inhomogeneities in H. only reveal

their appearance when a long living spin state is involved.

Again the increase in z polarized light occurs at 1.69 GHz accompa-

nied by a decrease in x polarized light. Both the x and z polarized

changes in phosphorescence exhibit a lifetime in the millisecond

rangei

We assume that the increase in z polarized light is caused by

(i) inhomogeneities in the microwave field, and

(ii) internal conversion between the ip T and i/> T states.
^00 X [|00 X

It will be shown that internal conversion with conservation of spin

state character is indeed a very effective process.

Application of a magnetic field, H, of 48 Gauss alone? tlK. j axis,

will strongly mix the ̂ - . Q T (X polarized light) and ty T x (z pola-

rized light) states. The microwave transitio: to the mixed spin

states have to occur at 1.792 and 1.518 GHz. However, with V fa 1.70

GHz and H.//y not only a decrease in x, but now also a decrease in z



Alph

x polarization

z polarization

1.700
I

1.600 GHz

Figure 4.5.

p // [lOO]-, p = 12 kg/mm . Zero-field ODMR lines obtained by

pumping with an y polarized microwave field. The optical

polarization of the light changes is also indicated.
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polarized light was observed* Since only the upper ty spin levels can

emit z polarized light, the depletion in their population demonstrates

unambiguously a strong dynamic coupling between these levels and the

ty_. T level, which is depleted also due to the transition.
(,00 z

In summary the following results were obtained:

(a) The ib T and/or \i)r^ T states are dynamically strongly
i)oo 2 c,oo y

coupled with the ^ - Q T and/or ip_ T states. This is con-

cluded from the zero-field time resolved experiments and from

the zero-field ODMK lines denoting a decrease in the phos-

phorescence intensity,

(b) The ty T and/or ty T states are strongly coupled to the

ty T. state as shewn in the experiments with ti.//y.
Q00 z *

From (a) and (b) it is concluded that the fast relaxation has to be

attributed to the channels * n o o T z — > * ? O O T Z and * W Q T y — > * n o o T y ,

which is essentially a phonon assisted internal conversion between the

different

character

attributed to the channels * n o o T z — > * ? O O T Z and * W Q T y — >

on assisted intern

different vibronic Jahn-Teller states with conservation of spin state
47)

r

4 i3. DISCUSSION

In this section it will be shown that the time-resolved experiments

presented in section 4.2. provide us with information about the nature

of the various relaxation processes active within the T state.

The relaxation processes dealt with in section 4.2. are assumed
48 49)

to be direct (one-phonon) processes ' . The relaxation rate W..

for the phonon-assisted |i> ~^> 11> transition is given by

wij a r | M i j | 2 ? ( t l w i j } < 4 " 2 J

n

where £(hco. .) is the phonon energy density. The dependence of SClko. .)

upon the temperature and the phonon energy is written as

£(hco)<*(h"w)3 ( e ™ ^ 1 - I ) " 1 (phonon absorption) (4.3.a.)
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J >3 , 'hw/kT ., -1 fi
Ch<i)) (e -1) e

(phonon creation) (4.3.b.)

In first order perturbation theory the relaxation is determined

by the matrix element M.. = < i |H | j >• H Q L denotes the Hamiltonian

for the coupling between the lattice vibrations and the vibronic T

state of the F-centreu H^T effectively operates as H. of equation 3 of
51 8)

appendix B, the strain now being due to the lattice vibrations ' ,

The states |i> are product functions of the spin-vibronic F-centre

states |i|> 1 > and the phonon states |q, >«

In the case that

< i |Hj J > - 0.
second-order process may contribute to W..• Then M.. is given by

M = Z < j |H[k > < k|H|j >
Mij W i , j V R * (4'4#)

The perturbation H can be written as H = H + E H , in which H

may be any term of the actual Hamiltonian having matrix elements non-

diagonal in the representation | i >.

The transitions between the T.. spin-vibronic levels, which are

accompanied by a change in the phonon occupation number q, •* q + 1,

fall into three groups:

(a) Spin-lattice relaxation between the levels of an individual

Jahn—Teller distortion;

(b) Internal conversion with conservation of spin state

character i.e. transitions between different Jahn-Teller

distortions;

(c) Internal conversion with a change of spin state character.

First we will consider the spin-lattice relaxation in an isolated

Jahn-Teller state ([101] pressure). Then we will deal with two degene-

rate vibronic Jahn-Teller states ([100] pressure). In the latter case
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all three processes are active. To explain the results of section 4.2.

we can restrict ourselves to the three lowest vibronic Jahn-Teller

states i|>voo (V = £, n, ? ) .

[101] pressure

At 1.5 K and p > 6 kg/mm the ty state can be considered as being

isolated with respect to transitions to the higher lying ^ r 0 0 and ^>^Q0

states. The actual decay rates obtained from time-resolved experiments

have already been corrected for the decay processes to the ground

state (figure 4.2.) . The decay times are characteristic for the

i|> T ~~ > typQ-T spin-lattice relaxation process (figure 4.6.) .

The decay rate of the upper spin levels of the <p state in the

presence of [101] stress, was shown to be inversely proportional to
2

(AE) , where AE is the stress-induced splitting between the i|i_0_ state

and the upper two Jahn-Teller states.

This suggests that the coupling to the spin-vibronic | tyrQQ ̂
 > a n d

j ij).. 1 > states give a dominant contribution in equation (4.4.).

The orbit-lattice operator H_T does not contain any spin term, thus

the first-order contribution to the spin-lattice relaxation rate

vanishes and second-order perturbation theory is required to account

for the observed pressure dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation

times.

The zero-field splittings change only slightly with p, therefore

in equation (4.2«) we take the energy density, Z,(™d) , as p independent.
_2

Since on the other hand W.,a p , it is apparent the M.. is p depen-

dent. M.. is obtained from equation (4.4.).

The Harailtonian H is assumed to be

HOL + HSO + HSS

H represents the spin-orbit interaction which takes the form

SO
H = A ( L S + L S + L S ) (4.5.)

SO x x y y z z V.J*/

The relevant part of H_ , the spin-spin interaction may be written

as
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wTb,Ty

Figure 4.6.

Scheme of some of the dynamic processes involving the W state
T]OO

in a tlOl] stress experiment. The rate constant k accounts for the

decay to the ground state. W.. is the effective spin-lattice rate

constant determined by the magnitude of the pressure.
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(4.6.)

We assume t h e ^ 0 Q t y , tyVOQ
 1 (V = 5 - 1 ; 1 = j ^ , T y f Tz> t o r e m a i n

proper eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian of expression (3.7.) (the

relatively small effect of the G^ terms is neglected with respect to

the diagonal terms of H O T ) .

For the tb state the G,, term present in the spin-lattice Hamil-
r|00 bo

tonian (cf. section 3.2.) may introduce a mixing of the tp T and
r|OO X

s t a t e s (P a9 e 33)«

rite fo

(figure 4.6.) :

We write for the upper spin level of the ijJ _n state

Ta = cl Tx + C2 Tz

Tb = c2 Tx - cl Tz

We will now see that M..« p . The spin-orbit contribution to

M, ^ i s equal to

M
s o

\1> T \p T
Trioo a , noo y

ill T tyr T
vnoo a y£oo y

< *nooTa |HS0| ^oo T y > < ^ o o T y ' *f | H O L | ^ o o T
y ' qf

\ o o T a ~ E ^oo T y

qf I HOLI*5OO TX' qf

* T V T
rnoo a Ĉoo x

qf +1> < ̂ oo Tz |Hso|*nooTy >

*J;OOTZ

(4.7.)

in which the non-zero integrals of H are
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< * T ,H • Ui T >=-<^C,ooTz ^SO^noc/y >= A g e

A is the spin-orbit coupling parameter in the T state, g a non-
-x/2

zero electronic matrix element of L and the factor e indicates

that off-diagonal matrix elements within the vibrationless T state

fall off with increasing Jahn-Teller energy E (x « E see appendix

52>

The H

5oo IV3

-

COO ' 3

-

integrals

V3 e12 e

623 T2? |

V 3 e 2 3 e

are written as

(h > = < |h

noo no°
-x/2

\b > = < ]h
T\00 T)OQ

-x/2

|v

|v e23

Substituting these expressions into (4.7.) results in (see also

figure 4.7.)

SO , -x , 7 , , , 1 1 ,
M , , = Ag_ e V - (c. e,o+cn eo-) ( )

ill T , Ui T y L 3 1 12 2 23 r- r^-
rioo a T\oo y ap+A A

These stress-induced changes in the zero-field splittings are much

smaller than the splitting between the Jahn-Teller states, ap< < A,

thus

M S 0 -otp -x
V T , lli T fa ^ g T

e V ( c . e . +c e )rf|00 a ' rnoo y A2 L 3 1 12 2 23 (4.9.)

The contribution of spin-spin interaction can be derived in a

similar way:

s s « 2{cle12+c2e23 ) e"Xv3 < *n ' X Y ' \ > (4.10.)
M ib T , li> T

Tnoo a' r

The energy gap A is proportional to p, and M.. enters equation
-2

(4.2.) in a quadratic form, thus both mechanisms predict W 'tt p .

The same p dependence is obtained for the 'I'J.QQT^ ~~ > ̂ Q Q 1 spin-
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D - <* P

0

(a)

Figure 4.7. (4.7.a.)

Schematic energy level diagram of the F-centre in the presence of

a pressure p along:

a) the [101 ] direction;

b) the [100] direction.

o.p and 2ap represent stress-indicated shifts in the zero field

splitting. A accounts for the effect of the V^ term of equation 3

of appendix B.
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2A+D+2«-P

2A

* i )00Tz *roOTy D - 2 et P

(b)

Finure 4.7. ((4.7.b.)
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lattice relaxation rate.

[100] pressure

The decay rate of the IJJ T population was shown to be of the same

noo xorder of magnitude as the spin-lattice relaxation rate of a non-dege-

nerate vibronic state ([101] pressure); also the same pressure depen-

dence was found.

The spin-lattice relaxation process ij; T ~~ > lPnoo'
r c a n b e des-

cribed in a similar way as has been done for the [101 ] experiment

(page 52-56) . However other processes not present in the case of an

isolated Jahn-Teller state may be active when [100] stress is applied,,

In second-order perturbation theory two other relaxation channels

are possible viz. i ^ T ^ ~v> ^ T a m V n o o\~~> \QQ\i i.e. inter-

nal conversion with a change of spin state character.

In contrast with the spin-lattice relaxation process under [101]

pressure, where four terms contribute to M.. of equation (4.7.), now

only one term contributes in the spin-orbit as well as spin-spin

assisted mechanism, i.e.

*?ooTz

-2 A

2 A
(4.11.)

Here 2A is the energy gap between the ty*. and fy states in the

presence of [100] stress (figure 4.7.). The contribution of spin-spin

interaction to the same process is given by

' ^?ooTz 2A

Comparison with the result found for [101] pressure (4.9.), at the
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same magnitude of the pressure p, shows that M.. for the internal con-
SO

version process (4.11.) is larger than the M.. corresponding to the

spin-lattice relaxation channel by a factor « A / (2 a p ) .

Since A/ (2 ap) is typically of the order 5.10 and M.. enters equation

(4,2.) in a quadratic form, a tremendous change in spin-lattice relaxa-

tion rate would be expected if the ^ n o o^ •*""> lIV00
T dark process is

dominated by equation (4.11.).

The changes in ? (tiw) are less important and do not change this con-

clusion.
ss

From equation (4.10.) and (4.12.) it follows that M.. is of the same

order of magnitude for both relaxation processes. Therefore it is con-

cluded that spin-lattice relaxation proceeds predominantly through the

participation of the H terms„

The lifetime of the ifi T and tl* T states was shown to be in thernoo z Tt;oo y
order of microseconds. First-order processes like tj; x ~~->> <iir T

r qoo z y£oo z

and ijj T »»~> \i) x contribute to the population decay of those

states. Since the ij; and .̂-no Jahn-Teller states remain "degenerate",

independent of the magnitude of the pressure along the [100] axis, M..

and also the rate W.. do not depend on the magnitude of the pressure

except for a slight negligible dependence. This also holds for the
'I'T^,^ 'v~> 'I' T an<3 'JJ 1 ~~-/> UJ_ t spin-lattice relaxation pro-rnoo z Tnoo y ' c,oo y rc,oo z ^ *

cesses, as M. . for boLli channels has matrix elements within the ty-0_

and 'I'J.-Q manifolds only.

Since the splittings due to intrinsic strain between the nearly

degenerate tji and i|> states are large enough (chapter 5) to pro-

tect the spin-vibronic states 11(/ l > ( V = n » ? l = T , T , T )

against mixing from non-diagonal perturbations like H and H , the

ss so

denominators of M.. (see page 52-58) are large compared to the matrix

elements of H and H . This means that the first-order process of

internal conversion with conservation of spin state character between

the "degenerate" Jahn-Teller states is much faster than the second-

order processes like spin-lattice relaxation and internal conversion

with a change of spin-state character.

In the description of the [101] and [100] stress experiments we
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T

Figure 4.8.

Scheme of relaxation processes in the F-centre involving two

relaxation processes:

(i) internal conversion with conservation of spin state character

and

(ii) internal conversion with conservation of spin state character

followed by an internal conversion process with a change of spin

state. A splitting AE (because of stress) is assumed to be

present between the V- and V Jahn-Teller states.
t,oo rioo
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have assumed that the effect of internal conversion between the lowest

and the highest Jahn-Teller states can be neglected,, This assumption

will be illustrated by two examples:

(i) internal conversion with conservation of spin state (see the

schematic diagram given in figure 4.8.i.)

and

(ii) a combination of two different internal conversion processes

(figure 4.8.ii).

In the following it is supposed that the (̂  T population is en-

hanced (c. 0.5%) by a ^ n o oT •*• tl'ri00
T microwave pulse. Furthermore

because of external stress a splitting A E , large compared to the zero-

field splittings within the \p state and to kT at T = 1.5 K, is

supposed to be present between the ^ c 0 0 and ^ n o o vibronic Jahn-Teller

states.

(i) When the relaxation after the microwave pulse is determined

by internal conversion with conservation of spin state cha-

racter (see figure 4.8,i.) it is expected that only a small
—AE/kT

fraction (about e ) of the microwave induced increase

in the ij; T population can disappear because of relaxation
ijOO x

to the ^r00T state. Such small changes in the microwave in-

duced light increase have not been observed (see section

4.2.).

(ii) If in the consecutive transitions of figure 4.8.H. one of

the steps proceeds much more slowly than the others, the

overall velocity will be determined by the speed of this

slow step.

Consequently the relaxation cannot be faster than any of

.- the individual steps. In figure 4.8.ii. the first step of the

relaxation requires the absorption of a phonon.

The corresponding phonon energy density (cf. equation 4.3.a.)

and also the transition probability, vanishes for large

phonon frequencies ( rio) » kT ) .
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In our stress experiments (in which the required phonon

energy is increased) we assume the first step of the relaxa-

tion process of figure 4.8.ii., and therefore also the

corresponding overall relaxation process, to be slow. There-

fore these processes have been neglected in our calculations.

From (i) and (ii) we assume that the internal conversion between

the upper and the lower Jahn-Teller states (splitting AE) can be

neglected if AE » kT.

Since a . and e strain interactions have only matrix elements
lg g

diagonal within the basis t); 1 (v = £,, r\, t, and 1 = T , T , T ) > see
VOO x y z

also appendix B, the first and second-order contributions to M. .

because of a, and e phonons are zero.
lg g *

We therefore assume the spin-lattice relaxation and internal con-

version processes to proceed on account of t 2 phonons.

So far we did not consider the effect of the ixcited vibrational

states i|v , ty and ty upon the relaxation rates. As an example

we calculate the rat

under [100] stress.

we calculate the rate of the I/J T •-~> ^ n o oT relaxation process

rnoo x rnoo y

-2

(n+m) 1fiO) + 2A

The prime denotes that the ibr T state is excluded from the summa-
26) Coo y

t ion. From reference we obtain nw fa 265 cm , Oierofore we use

nu » 2A (2A i s the energy between the ip. and the ijj s t a t e , see

figure 4 . 7 . b . ) .

MSS

^ T * T (4.14.)

f + 2 A f'
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fb and

fb = e "

fb = e

fb are

OO

p=l

OO

x z
p=l

defined by

x p

p . P :

x p

2 ,
P -Pi

and

52)
Here we have used the same notation as in reference . Since

2A « "hw ana f. < f. , the relaxation should be only weakly dependent

on strain. Since the latter is not supported by our experiments we

conclude tha

states only.

conclude that the relaxation is determined by the typnar 41 and tyr

CONCLUSIONS

a. For a proper understanding of the sign and polarization of the

changes in light intensity in the ODMR experiments it is essential

to consider not only the population and radiative properties of the

levels directly coupled by the microwave radiation field but also

the population and radiative properties of those spin vibronic

levels which are linked by fast internal conversion to the former.

b. From the [101] stress experiments it is concluded that the spin-

lattice relaxation rates of the '!'_-_ state are inversely propor-

tional to (AE) , where AE is the splitting between the \fi JT-

state and the upper lying JT-states.

c. Phonon assisted internal conversion with conservation of spin

state character is a very effective relaxation process on a time-

scale T fa 2 - 4 }Jsec. In the presence of [100] stress relaxation

of the upper spin levels of the ij; and ii states into the
r\oo £oo

lower levels is slow (millisecond range). Therefore internal con-

version with a change of spin state character proceeds at a much

lower rate.
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d. The pressure dependence of the relaxation between the T spin-

vibronic states at liquid helium temperatures can he satisfactorily

explained with direct (one-phonon) processes.
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CHAPTER 5: EFFECTS OF RANDOM INTRINSIC STRAIN UPON THE ODMR

AND PMDR SPECTRA OF THE F-CENTRE IN CaO

5.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will give a detailed analysis of the ODMR and

PMDR signals detected at zero-external pressure. In the course of our

study it became clear that the features observed in the spectra could

be explained assuming that the F-centres are predominantly affected by

randomly distributed strain in the crystal.

Before goinq into experimental details, in section 5.2. an outline

will be given of the influence of random e type strain upon the ODMR

line shape. Then in section 5.3. the results will be discussed in

relation to n random strain model.

RANDOM_INTR].NKIC_E STRAIN

'52)
As wns shown by Ham , in the strong Jahn-Teller limit the effect

of term;; involving the strain tensor elements of t., symmetry is

negligible, and the only effect of strain is an energy shift of the

Jjhn-TclJcr .states without modifying their wave functions. The effect

of ;;triiin upon Lho energy of the vibronic states is taken into account

by

us = V2

The strain coupling coefficient V- can be calculated from the

results presented in reference , V- as -3O95 10 cm .

The zero-field splitting between the spin-vibronic levels of the

individual ty. , t|; and IJJ Jahn-Teller states is described by

HD = ~ D- (LX Sx + Ly Si + LZ Sl + I D§2 (5'2->

In chapter 3 it has been shown that when strain is non-zero these
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zero-field splittings are modified. The strain-induced changes in the

spin-vibronic energies are accounted for by the Hamiltonian of ex-

pression (3»32.). Then the following Hamiltonian is obtained

H = H + H + H (5.3.)
S D SL

We assume random intrinsic strain ' ~ , which may arise from dis-

locations, inhomogeneities, nearby point defects e t c , to be the domi-

n terms
2 2,

47)
nant perturbation for F-centres in CaO . In terms of the parameters

q) and e, defined by tg(f = e_/ e Q and e = (en + e_ ) , the charac-

teristics of a random strain distribution are

(i) equal probability for each value cp with 0 < cp < 360

and

(ii) e varies from one defect site to another.

The parameter p is a measure of the direction of the strain, e

represents the magnitude of the strain.

With the assumption that efl and e have identical Gaussian distri-
53) E

butions about zero, Setser et al. calculate for the probability

that a given value for e will occur

2 _2

P (e) « e.exp. (-e / 2 e ) (5.4.)

where e = e corresponds with the maximum of the distribution function*

Assuming for the moment a fixed value for e, a random strain

distribution then implies a tp -dependent spread in the energy of the

vibronic Jahn-Teller levels (see figure 5.1.a.).

E = e V ( i cos t? - 1 /3 sin cp) (5.5.)
V 2 2

E = e V ( i cos <i> + L /3 sin cp)
Vnoo 2 2

E. = -e V_ cos cp
^£oo
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-eV,

90 180" 270 360

Figure 5.1.a.

cp dependence of the energy of the f c , ¥ and W
t^OO T]OO

constant magnitude of the strain.

states at a
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D-2\/3eGii -I

90' S70" 360"

Figure 5.1.b.

Plot of the W n o Q T y -> and W £ o Q T 2 transition-

frequencies as a function of the strain parameter cp at a

constant e.

Figure 5.I.e.

The shape functions g (v) « |-r-|

Also included are the electronic energies calculated from

equation (5.5.).
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g(v)

D+2V/3eG,
hv

microwave
absorption

D-2V3eGn

h v •

hV

Figure 5.1.d.

Variation of the shape function g(V) as a function of the
resonance frequency.

Figure 5.I.e.
The resultant shape function is a weighted superposition of
type d curves when the distribution of e values is taken into
account.

Figure 5.1.f.
Line shape when the effect of population inversion in upper
lying spin-vibronic states is included.
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microwave
transition

goc x goo z

noo y noo x

W T ->• W T

noo y noo z

%o Tz " ^ o o ^

1

strain induced change of
resonance frequency

e G.. (3 cos cp

e G.j (3 cos cp

e G (-3 cos cp

e G. . (-3 cos cp

- /3 sin

- 2«/3 sin

+ /3 sin

+ 2/3 sin

- /3 sin

+ /3 sin

the

CP)

CP)

.)

CP)

CP)

cp)

cp .nun

330°

270°

30°

90°

210°

150°

cpmax

150°

90°

210°

270°

30°

330°

Table 5.1.

Microwave resonance frequencies as a function of the random strain

parameters e and tp. For a fixed magnitude of the strain parameter

e, the maximum and minimum resonance frequencies occur for values

of cp equal to cp and cp . , respectively.
max min r *
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Also at a fixed value for e, a dispersion of the zero-field micro-

wave transition frequencies is calculated (table 5.1.). The latter

feature gives rise to inhomogeneous line broadening.

The ODMR shape function g(V) is related to the resonance frequency

V by

g (V) « l-gl"1 (5.6.)

and since V is a goniometric function of cp, one expects singularities

in g (V).

As an explicit example we consider the case of x polarized microwave

transitionso According to table 5.1. we can write for the resonance

frequencies as a function of cp (see also figure 5.1.b.):

(*nooTy
and

= D + eGll *~3 c o s <P + /3 sin cp] (5.8.)

The shape function achieves an extreme value when | — J = 0.

Consequently, for a chosen value of e two extremes are expected in the

shape function. For the resonances in the '('„ state the extremities

occur at Cp = 90 and 270 , and analogously for the i|) resonances at

cp = 150° and 330°. Figure 5.I.e. depicts these features of the shape

function g(v) .

The resultant shape function comprises the weighted superposition

of the shape function g(v) for all possible e values. In a simplified

picture one might say that the ODMR response is constituted by the

extremes in the shape function g(v) (figure 5.1.d.), thus neglecting

the intensity in between these two extremities associated with a

single strain magnitude e. Since the shape function g(V) is pro-

portional to 1/e, and the probability that a given magnitude of the
2 -2

strain occurs is described by e.exp (-e / 2e ) we expect a

Gaussian resultant shape function g(V) (see figure 5.I.e.). The

maximum of 9(v) corresponds to centres with e R* 0.

Eventually the line shape function follows from the multiplication

of g(V) with An(v), the function of v for the population difference
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between the resonant spin levels (see also figure 5.1.f.).

We note that the model yields a direct relationship between the

microwave resonance frequency and the energetic position of the vibro-

nic level in which the resonance occurs: resonances contributing to the

wing of lower frequencies in the zero-field epr occur in the lower

lying Jahn-Teller states, the situation being reversed for the wing of

the higher frequencies (see figure 5.1.b. and 5.I.e.). The tyc00 i
s

lowest when resonances take place in the higher ty or i|>- states-

This is a characteristic feature for the microwave polarization. When

s taken along the y or

° r *S00 respectively.

is taken along the y or z axis, then ijjr should be replaced by

At 1.5 K the population distribution in the ensemble of excited F-

centres is typically non-Boltzmann like: in ODMR a light decrease is

measured for V = 1.70 GHz (figure 3.1.). This observation has some

interesting implications as we may now recognize. In PMDR at V = 1.70

GHz the upper lying Jahn-Teller states manifest themselves by an

emission at 5740 A and a decrease of the light intensity (figure 3.2.).

However, at the same microwave frequency a microwave induced decrease

in light is also observed at longer wavelengths (5743 A ) . Within the

framework of the random strain model, one cannot conceive the latter

emission to be induced at 1.70 GHz also.

Therefore either the random strain model has to be rejected or some

kind of thermal contact between strain split Jahn-Teller states

exists. A detailed study was undertaken in order to clarify the origin

of the PMDR lines at 5740 and 5743 A. The experimental data presented

in section 5.3. provide ample proof for the validity of the random

strain model. Here we emphasize that the anomalous population distri-

bution over the spin-vibronic levels provided us with a "built in1

tool for the resolution of otherwise unresolved transitions.

5.3. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE ODMR AND PMDR EXPERIMENTS

the 5742 8 PMDR linja

By pumping with an x or z polarized microwave field at v = 1.68 GHz,
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a corresponding PMDR line has been observed at 5742 A (figure 3.3.).

On page 79 it is calculated that unstrained F-centres should emit

phosphorescence light at 5741.5 8, thus the 5742 8 PMDR line corres-

ponds with energetically lower lying Jahn-Teller states.

Following the random strain model given in section 5.2., microwave

resonances between the spin levels of a lower lying vibronic Jahn-

Teller state occur at the low frequency side of the inhomogeneously

broadened ODMR line. We will see that the centre of the ODMR line,

calculated from the model, is at 1.685 GHz (see page 79), which pro-

vides evidence for the interpretation given above.

With H.//x, the ODMR (PMDR) is assigned to F-centres which are in

the l|J state (<p = 90 ) and i|i state ( cp = 150 ) , see also table

5.1.).

A level scheme for F-centres with random strain parameter ip = 150

(e = 4.4 10~ ) is given in figure 5.3. The ODMR transition <JJ T -»•

^ T contributing to the ODMR line at v = 1.68 GHz is also depicted

in figure 5.3.

With a static magnetic field of 24 Gauss along the y or z axes,

ODMR resonances have been detected at 1.747, 1.613 and 1.68 GHz.

However, with a magnetic field (24 Gauss) along the x axis no lines

have been observed at 1.747 and 1.613 GHz. This confirms that micro-

wave transitions within the IJJ and \\) states give rise to the

1.6S GHz transition only. Likewise, it could be shown that with

H,//y or z/ the relevant vibronic states emitting at 5742 A are

IJJ. , \b or ij)_ _ ip respectively.

At zero-external pressure, internal conversion with conservation

of spin state character between the Jahn-Teller states of the ensemble

of F-centres contributing to the 1.68 GHz line is a fast process

(T = 2 \isec, see chapter 4) » Also the span-lattice relaxation time

(T < 200 psec, see figure 4.2.) is short compared to the lifetime

of the T state (3.6 msec). Therefore for this ensemble of F-centres

a Boltzmann equilibrium between the nine spin-vibronic levels is
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expected. Accordingly a microwave-induced light increase has been

observed at 1.68 GHz.

the 5740 8 PMDR line

x polarized microwave field

With an x polarized microwave field the 5740 R PMDR line induced by

microwave pumping at 1.70 GHz is x polarized (see figure 3.2.). Light

of this polarization can only be emitted by the lii T and $_ T Jahn-
* i i rnoo z r^oo y

Teller states (table 5.2.).

With a magnetic field of 24 Gauss along the y or z axis (and also

along the x axis) the 5740 8 PMDR line can still be detected when the

spectrum is produced with V = 1.70 GHz. Following the random strain

model of section 5.2U the maximum in the shape function g(v) for an

x polarized microwave transition in the upper vibronic levels is

expected for tjj (<p = 270°) and ip (cp = 330°). Although the reso-

nances of the ij; state are shifted when a magnetic field of 24 Gauss

along the y axis is applied, still the 4'Co (330 ) can be pumped at

1.70 GHz.

Analogously the resonance at 1.70 GHz with a magnetic field (24

Gauss) along the z axis is due to the ij/ (270 ) states.

In figure 5.3. a level scheme is given for F-centre^ with strain
o —4

parameters cp = 330 and e = 1.32 10 . The ma mitude of the strain

will be calculated from the wavelength of the 4740 A PMDR line (page

7 9 ) .

Also the decrease in light intensity upon microwave pumping is

understandable. All three spin levels within either the \ji (270 )
or the ip (330 ) state have a rapid internal conversion to the lowerCOO JJJ

lying vibronic Jahn-Teller states . Since only the upper two spin

levels are populated by intersystem crossing from the T state, and

the spin-lattice relaxation to the lower spin state has been shown to

be slow for isolated Jahn-Teller states (chapter 4 ) , this gives rise

to a surplus in the population of the upper spin levels and consequent-

ly to a decrease in light intensity upon microwave pumping.
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magnetic
field

-

H
X

H
y

H
z

optical
polarization
5740 K line

X

X

X

X

assignment
emitting level
for 5740 8 line

W n o o(270°), *Eoo(330°)

V x > ( 2 7 ° O ) ' WSoo ( 3 3° O )

W. (330°)

optical
polarization
5743 & line

z

z

z

-

assignment
emitting level
for 5743 & line

*&» ( 3 3° O )

*E£oo ( 3 3 ° O )

*Eoo ( 3 3 0 ° '

Table 5.2.

Optical polarization of the 5740 and 5743 & PMDR lines obtained
by pumping with an x polarized microwave field at 1.70 GHz;
the assignments based on a random strain model are also included.

magnetic

field

-

H
y

H
X
Hz

optical
polarization

x and z

x and z

z

X

intensity ratio
x to z polarized

light

1

1

-

-

assignment
emitting level

WnooTz C 9 0 ° ' ' * n o o V 3 ° O >

*nooTz(9°O)' ^oo Tx ( 3 o 0 )

*nooTz(9°O)

Table 5.3.

Optical polarization of the 5743 & PMDR line obtained fry
pumping with an y polarized microwave field at V = 1.70 GHz;
the assignments based on a random strain model are also
included.
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y polarized microwave field.

Assuming a random strain situation the microwave field will decrease

the population in the ill. T and \jir T levels of the upper lying Jahn-rtJoo z Coo x y

Teller states (<p = 90 and 30 respectively, see table 5.1.). Both

levels emit y polarized light, which cannot be ibserved in the experi-

mental arrangement. Accordingly, the intensity of the detected 5740 A

PMDR line was weak and probably due to a misalignment of the crystal

(figure 5.2.).

z polarized microwave field.

With a z polarized microwave field the 5740 A PMDR line corresponds

with a microwave induced decrease of z polarized light. The latter is

explained by the microwave-induced decrease in the population of the

tyr I (<p = 150°) and <JJ T (<p = 210°) state (see table 5.1.).

the 5743 H PMDR line

x polarized microwave field.

The resonance at 1.70 GHz also gives rise to a PMDR line at 5743 A

(figure 3.2.).

As has already been noted in section 5.2, the 1.70 GHz microwave

transition cannot be induced between the spin levels of the energe-

tically low lying Jahn-Teller state which gives rise to phosphorescence

at 5743 A. A direct microwave pumping in the highest vibronic levels

of the two subensembles \\> (270 ) and iji (330 ) however can

influence the population distribution over the three vibronic Jahn-

Teller states of each of these subensembles, since a rapid phonon

assisted internal conversion process with conservation of spin state

to the lower lying Jahn-Teller states connects the spin levels of the

vibronic Jahn-Teller states.

In this way a decrease in the population of <fi T (330 ) , due to

the microwave transition to tyr^ (330 ) , produces on account of

internal conversion to the lower lying 4 * ^ (330 ) and tyrQot (330 )

a population decrease in these latter levels also (see figure 5.3.).

Since the \\i T (330 ) state has no radiative properties only the
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Alph 5740 5743 A

Figure 5.2.

PMDR spectrum recorded with y polarized microwaves
(V = 1.70 GHz). The signal corresponds with a microwave-induced
decrease in phosphorescence intensity (I ) .
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•u? (9x)

D5S1.685

—rjoo

•roo \l?
1.680 GHz
POO T?

e=o <p =150°, e=4.4 1CT5 (p ̂ 330°, e=1.32 10"4

Figure 5.3. Level scheme of the T state of the F-centre.

a) Unstrained F-centres; e = 0. Threefold vibronic degeneracy,

and a partial lifting of the spin dcgonoracy as characterized

by D = 1.685.

b) Level scheme of the subensemble of F-centres with cp = 150

and e = 4.4 10 . The resonance in the lowest vibronic Jahn-

Teller state {H1 // x ) , corresponding with a microwave-induce

light increase, contributes to the 5742 8 PMDR line.

c) Schematic energy level diagram of the subensemble of F-centres

contributing to the 5740 and 5743 8 PMDR lines. H // x.

1.32 10" 4 and <p 330 . The microwave resonance at 1.70 GHz

gives rise to a decrease in the ^ Q - Q T population (x polarized

light), and indirectly also to a decrease in the

lation (z polarized light).-

popu-
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decrease in the population of the ij/_ T (330 ) level, which is moni-

tored as a decrease in z polarized light, will be observed. Analogous-

ly a decrease of the ((( T (270 ) induces, because of internal conver-

sion, a population change of the if) T (270°) and tJJr T (270°)
£,00 Z c,00 Z

levels. In this case the ty T (270 ) state has no radiative proper-
c,oo z o

ties and the y polarized light of ^rggT (270 ) cannot be seen. Thus
the decrease of z polarized light at 5743 8 is solely due to a popu-

o o

lation change in ip. T (330 ) when the ip x (330 ) population is

decreased by the microwave field.

This is confirmed by the effect of small magnetic fields on the

PMDR signal at 5743 8, i.e. only with a magnetic field along the z axis

the 5743 A PMDR line vanishes while with fields along the x or y axis

the 5743 A line still can be observed (see table 5.2.).

From expression 5.2. we calculate that the splitting between the

lowest and the highest vibronic Jahn-Teller state, for cp values of

270° or 330°, is equal to /3 e V,. Hence with V «f - 3.95 10 cm"

we find for the magnitude of the strain corresponding to the sub-
o -4

ensembles emitting at 5740 and 5743 A; e RJ 1.32 10 .

The random strain model enables us to calculate the position of

the zero-phonon line for unstrained crystals. The shift of the

vibronic Jahn-Teller states contributing to the 5740 X PMDR line is
1 ._

2" /3 e V ?, and thus at e = 0 the centre of the zero-phonon line should

be 5741*5 cm" . However, the presence of internal strain, and the

resulting population distribution of the vibrational Jahn-Teller

states introduce a shift of 0.5 A of the actual maximum of the zero-

phonon line .

From the shift we calculate the magnitude of the strain corresponding
Q —5

to the subensemble of F-centres emitting at 5742 A; e fa 4.4 10 .

In addition, since both the strain parameters e and cp and the

component G. . of the magneto-elastic tensor are known (G.. w -1.2

cm ) , from expression (5.7.) the zero-field parameter D for un-

strained F-centres is found: D = 1.685 GHz. Thus the maximum of the

ODMR absorption line would be 1.685 GHz (see section 5.2.).

However, the microwave absorption depends upon the population

difference between the spin-vibronic states. The latter is a function

of the temperature. This suggests that the microwave absorption at
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1.680 GHz, in the energetically low lying Jahn-Teller states (section

5.2.), is enhanced with respect to the absorption by F-centres with

e « 0 and that the temperature (1.5 K) determines the resultant ODMR

line shape.

y-polarized microwave field..

Very interesting is the behaviour of the 574 3 A PMDR line when y

polarized microwaves are used (table 5.3.).

Following the random strain model the PMDR signal arises from

changes in the population of the ty T (90 ) and ij; 1 (30 ) states
rjoo 2 i|00 x

due to internal conversion of (p, X (90 ) and ip T (30 ) respec-
c,00 2 tjOO X

tively.

This results in an unpolarized PMDR line. Applying a magnetic field
o

along the x axis, which shifts the resonances of (Jv Tr (90 ) away

from 1.70 GHz, and monitoring the PMDR line at 1.70 GHz, the PMDR line

becomes z polarized (from the t); T (30 )).
r]oo x

Similarly, a magnetic field along the z axis makes the 5743 A PMDR

line induced by 1.70 GHz microwave radiation, x polarized (from

l|j T (90°)), while

remains unpolarized.

T (90°)), while with a field along the y axis the 5743 R line

z polarized microwave field.

An x polarized PMDR line corresponding to a light decrease has

been detected at 5743 A, The population of the upper lying IJJ, T

(150 ) and ljj T (210 ) states is decreased by microwave pumping at

1,70 GHz, and consequently the rate of the internal conversion with

conservation of spin state character from these levels to the tjj
1 Coo

state is lowered* Since the emission of the ill T level cannot be
rCoo x

detected by the experimental arrangement, the 5743 A PMDR line is

assigned to the (indirectly) microwave-induced population decrease

of the \ji T (150°) s ta te .

CONCLUSIONS

A random strain model has been given in this chapter.

The model yields the relationship between the microwave resonance
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frequency and the energy of the vibronic level in which the resonance

occurs. The strain-induced spread in the vibronic energies and the

relaxation processes between the T states cause the PMDR lines at

5740, 5742 and 5743 8. The polarization of the PMDR lines and also the

sign of the light changes can be accounted for when we assume random

strain in the crystal and internal conversion between the spin-vibronic

levels with conservation of spin state character. The magnitude of the

intrinsic strain has been calculated for the ensembles of F-centres

with PMDK lines at 5740 X (e f» 1,32 10"4) , 5742 8 (e «4.4 10~5) and

5743 8 ( e » 1.32 10~ ) . For unstrained crystals the model predicts

a zero-field splitting of 1.685 GHz and a PMDR line at 5741.5 8. In

summary all experiments of chapter 5 can be interpreted satisfactorily

in terms of inhomogeneous broadening in ODMR and PMDR as a result of

randomly distributed strain.
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APPENDIX A: THE COUPLING OF THE T, ELECTRONIC STATE WITH E MODES
I g

As Jahn and Teller have shown , an electronically degenerate state

of a non-linear complex is unstable (except in the case of simple

Kramers degeneracy) with respect to some asyroetric nuclear displace-

ment which lifts the degeneracy.

When vc consider the specific case of an orbital triplet state

belonging t.. the irreducible representation T. of the pointgroup 0 in

interact!

try, the theory of Ham

.vxth a single pair of vibrational modes Qfi, Q of E symme
52) os

is applicable.

The vibronic Hamiltonian (neglecting for the moment all effects

associated with spin) is given by

2 2 2

The energy of the degenerate state, in the symmetrical configuration

is E_E_. P are the momenta conjugate to , Q ; y is the effective

mass of the mode and u it's angular frequency. V is the Jahn-Teller

coupling coefficient; and the matrices J, £„ and £ are, respectively

the unit matrix and

£ _
6

e =
e

+ =-
0

/ r-
V -

0

0

0
1
2
0

0

+
0

/ 3
2

0

0

- 1 y

0

0

0

(2)

As a basis are used the electronic wave functions I/J_ , IJJ and tjj .

C Q \

As noted by Moffit and Thorson the vibronic eigenfunctions of
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eq. (1) , i|>in (Q, T) are products of the e l ec t ron ic functions IJI.(T) (i

£, 1>C) and harmonic o s c i l l a t o r wave functions F A and F for a d i s -
52) n 0 n E

placed-two-dimensional o s c i l l a t o r

¥ i n <S' T) = V T ) F n 9
 !S9 + - ^ > * (3)

go)

Here e.,. or e. is the appropriate diagonal component of the matrix

€g or € . The corresponding energy is

E i n = E Q - (V
2 / 2pw2) + (nQ + n£ + I)hOJ (4)

2 2
where V /(2iiO) )= E , the Jahn-Teller energy (see figure A.I.).

JT

The zero-point vibronic state is a degenerate vibronic triplet for

arbitrary strength of the Jahn-Teller coupling. However, the equili-

brium position of the displaced oscillators for the three vibronic

functions ty. (T) is different. Schematically, the situation can be

represented by a configuration-coordinate diagram as in figure A.I.

Opik and Pryce have shown that the three minima of the potential

energy function in the two dimensional Q space correspond with three

tetragonal distortions.

An important feature of the Jahn-Teller system is that as the sepa-

ration between the minima increases in proportion to E the region
JT

of overlap between corresponding oscillator states associated with

different electronic functions is diminished, and matrix elements

between such states fall off accordingly.

For example when the electronic operators 0 and 0 ' have only

off-diagonal matrix elements among the states ip-, \\) , \\> then
3E

< ill. 10 11|) . *• c lp . I 0 . i|i. > e JT / . _
' i o o | A f j o o - 4 i | A\Vj 2TIW (5)

and whon we consider socond-order perturbation effects

K l i ' t A ' | l J ; j o o > = (6)
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< \h . o i lii > < U i , 0 i li1

y ' j o o | AI inm inm| A| joo
i r j n,ra

1 e " * G ( x ) i 2 f . < ^ , 0 ^ * ^ < ^ . , 0 ^ ^ . >

oo X P

with G (x) = E while the prime denotes that states
p=l P-p!

with n = m = 0 are excluded from the summation.

The parameter x is related to the Jahn-Teller energy by

3 EJT
x =

29)
and to the Huang Rhys factor by x = 3 S.
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Q.

Figure A.I.

Potential surfaces for the vibronic problem of an orbital triplet
*

electronic state with a linear Jahn-Teller coupling with a pair »

of E vibrational modes Qfi, Q . The surfaces are three disjoint ,

paraboloids.
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APPENDIX B: STATIC UNIFORM STRAIN

For sufficiently small deformations Hooke's law states that the

rain is proportional to the stress and for cubi
c

ponents of the strain tensor e can be written as"

strain is proportional to the stress and for cubic crystals the com-
59)

S12X22

S 1 2 X U + S11X22

e33 =• S12X11 + S12X22 + S11X33

e23 = S44X23

e31 ~ S44X31

e12 ~ S44X12 *

1, 2 and 3 refer to the cubic axej 1 = x, 2 = y , 3 = z .

X.. are the components of the external stress and the quantities S..,

S,2 and S 4 4 are the elastic '-ompl'iance constants, which are obtained

from reference 43. ,*

S u = 5.82 10~ 1 3 cm2 / dyn<* (2)

*

S1 2 = -1.36 10"13cm2 / dyne

S44 = 13.1 10~13 cm2 / dyne

An uniform strain lifts the degeneracy of the vibronic states in
52)

accordance with the perturbation

HS = V2 ( e e V + e e
€ e f ) + V3 (e23T2? ^31Tii +e12T2C} (3)

The strain parameters e« and e are defined by



33
(4)

i i

The matrices 6., € have the same form as in eq. 2 from appendix A

while

0

0

0

0

0

- 1

0

-1

0

0

0

- 1

0

0

0

- 1

0

0

o
-1

° '

0

°'
oN

0

0 .

(5)

Since the operator multiplying the coefficient V- is of the off-

diagonal type 0 (see equation (5) of appendix A ) , it's effect is
11)

partially quenched. Measurements of Edel et al. have demonstrated

the V« term to be the dominant part of H . From their results a
+ 4 - 1

value V = - 3.95 10 "cm can be derived.
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APPENDIX C: THE TRIPLET STATE; MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

A system in which the total spin of the electrons is one, is said

to be in a triplet state. If there were only electrostatic inter-

actions between the electrons the three sublevels of a triplet state

would be exactly degenerate.

However, mechanisms like magnetic dipole-dipole interactions

between the two unpaired electrons and spin-orbit interaction can

remove the degeneracy. The effect of these interactions is accounted

for by an effective spin Hamiltonian of the type ' '

H D = S.D.S (1)

D is a symmetric tensor called the zero-field splitting tensor.

In terms of the principal axes which diagonalize the zero-field tensor

the Hamiltonian becomes

H_ = — X S — Y S — Z S \ ̂ )
D x y z

where X, Y and Z are the principal values and obey the relation

X + Y + Z = 0.

When interested in the energy of the triplet sublevels we could

commence the calculation by taking the usual spin functions

I 1 > = |<x, a , > (3)

1-1 > =

in which the spin component S z = S 1 + S 2 z has the value 1, 0 or -1.

However,

and T .

However, we shall find it more convenient to work in terms of T , T
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i
*y
Ty = 72 I ei 62 + al a2

Tz = fe I "l 32 + 31 a2 >

These spin functions are eigenfunctions of HD in expression (2),

which may be verified following the effect of the various spin opera-

tors on the new functions

Ty - -Sy T* = iTz e t c'

sl

Sz Tz = °

(i = x, y, z)

It is well known that the spin Hamiltonian (2) for a tetragonal

system can be rewritten in terms of just one zero-field splitting

parameter D.

The zero-field Hamiltonian corresponding with distortions along

the x, y and z axes respectively can be presented by

*£ = D (S2x - | ) (6)

Alternatively the zero-field splitting of the Jahn-Teller states

can be described with one single Haroiltonian. This new Hamiltonian

may be used to calculate the spin-vibronic energy of the 9 compo-

nents of the T. state.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure C.I.

Energy level diagram of the Jahn-Teller states in the presence of

a magnetic field along the y direction. The polarization of the

emitted light has also been given. Microwave transitions between

the spin states (H. // x) are represented by vertical solid arrows.
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H = - D ( L S + L S + L S ) + 3 D S

x x y y z z J
(7)

where L , L and L are the components of the Hermitian operator

L(L ,L ,L ) with non-zero matrix elements
X y 2

(8)

On the application of a magnetic field a Zeeman term g3H.S. has

to be added to the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian matrix corresponding

with the x distortion (ifv state) is then given by

-f D

-igfjH

igBHy

-igSH

-r D

(9)

Likewise Hamiltonian matrices can be derived for the other two

distortions.

As an example in figure C.I. the triplet energy levels are

depicted when the magnetic field is along the y direction (only weak

magnetic fields are considered). Microwave transitions are shown for

a microwave field polarized along the x direction. When pumping with

microwaves a time dependent term has to be added to the Hamiltonian

H (t) = - Ye cos (10)

In zero-field the operator S of equation (10) couples the spin

states T and T .
y z

In <i weak field H the x and z components of the three Jahn-Teller

status nro mixed. The x and z components of the <|i- and \f> Jahn-Teller

stjtos .ire affected only slightly by the magnetic field. These states

will bo denoted by T and T . For the y distortion the x and z

components will be equally nixed. The new spin functions are denoted

by |l > and |-1 > . With an x polarized microwave field the strongly
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allowed transitions are

Vy

Vy

From analogous considerations a total of six microwave transitions

are possible in aero-field. With a microwave field polarized along a

principal direction of the D tensor the number of transitions is

restricted to two (see figure 1.2.).
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APPENDIX D: THE LIGHT CHANGES AFTER ft MICROWAVE PULSE

In order to evaluate the magnitude of the relaxation rates within

the triplet state (cf. chapter 4), one would like to know the decay

constants of the individual triplet spin levels for both radiative-

and radiationless processes to the electronic ground state. These rate

constants are approximated as follows.

When we consider the i> spin-vibronic states only the upper spin

levels T and T are expected (because of mixing with T, by spin-

orbit coupling) to emit phosphorescence light. The spin-orbit coupling

matrix elements between the Ui T and the T, state are zero.
f|00 y lu

Therefore the radiative decay rate from this state, k , is assumed

zero. Also the rate of the radiationless processes to the ground

state, k * ", should be relatively small, which may be seen as follows:

Prom figure 4.1. we find a decay of the phosphorescence intensity

during the microwave pulse (2J After the completion of the fast

relaxation part [3J the phosphorescence output initially is less than

the steady state intensity (?).

We conclude that during the microwave pumping the total population of

the \j) excited state is lowered. Since we have observed this effect
rioo

for both microwave transitions between the spin levels of the ^ n o o

state this can only occur when the absolute rate of decay k from T to

the ground state is smaller than that of the upper spin levels. In our

tentative analysis of the decay rates we assume k = 0 .

If the rate constant of the actual phosphorescence is denoted by

k , then k will be the sum of the probabilities for depopulation
pn pn gj.
via the individual zero-field components

where f1 is the fraction of centres in the spin state x.

From figure 4.1. we conclude that the spin-lattice relaxation,

which is responsible for the rapid decay Qf) is fast compared to the

phosphorescence lifetime (T , » 3.6 msec). Thus under steady state

optical excitation of the triplet and in the absence of resonant
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k ' '

W13

i

W23

Figure D.I.

Schematic diagram of a three level system. P., P? and P, are the

population rates of the levels 1, 2 and 3. k is the decay rate to

the ground state and W._ and W,-, are spin-lattice relaxation rates.
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microwaves the <('_„- spin levels will be approximately equally populated

(fraction 1/3).

Then, assuming for the upper spin levels an absolute decay rate k

for transitions to the ground state, equal population of the ij; spin

levels and k = 0 , the phosphorescence decay time is written as

kph (2)

At lgS K a lifetime of 3.6 msec, was observed, a value slightly

longer than the one reported by B. Henderson et al. (3 msec at

4.2 K ) . Thus we calculate k = 4.2 10 sec" .

Relaxation in the presence of [101] stress.

In the presence of [101 ] stress the <p state is orbitally non-

degenerate. The relaxation between the components will be described in

terms of a three level system given schematically in figure D.I.

The spin states 1, 2 and 3 are populated with the rates Pj, P, and

P_. The upper spin states 1 and 2 are depopulated (because of transi-

tions to the electronic ground state) with a rate constant k.

Relaxation between the upper spin levels and the lowest spin state

is assumed to proceed with rate constants Wj, and W 2 3 (see figure

D.I.). The relaxation rate constant W,, can be calculated with ex-

pression (4.2.). Since this is zero in first and second order we

assume W._ ft* 0.

When the population of the spin states 1, 2 and 3 is defined as

y,, y2 and y3 the relaxation is described quantitatively by means of

the differential equation

V

at

-w13 -k

-w23 -k

"23

W13

W23

- < w 1 3 + w 2 3 )

Y l

Y2

Y3

+

>:

P 2

P 3
k. r

(3)
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with Y = A =

" W 1 3

0

W13

- k 0

" W 2 3 " k

" 2 3

"13

"23

- < w 1 3 + w 2 3 )

and B =

dt
(3)

The general solution of this equation is of the form

<1)
yi = ci ci

(2) X

°i
(3) A

ci
(4)

(i = 1, 2, 3)

and A., i A and X are the eigenvalues of matrix A

-w

w

13'k

0

13

-X 0

-w 2 3 -J

W2 3

: - X

"13

"23

- (w 1 3 +w 2 )-X

= o

(5)

In (4) the coefficients c. depend upon the rate constants of figure

D.I. and upon the initial population distribution directly after the

microwave pulse.

The solution of equation (3) will bo derived in the limit that the

spin-lattice relaxation rates W _ and Ŵ ., arc very high as compared

to the phosphorescence decay rate k.

Then the time evolution of the light decay processes in figure 4.1.

can be found.

With k « 0 it follows that

2+ W 1 + / W — W W + WV423) 13 13 23 W23

(6)

x3 = o.
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This means that the population decay of the upper levels is bi-

exponential.

As W,_ and W,3 are proportional to p (p is the magnitude of the

external stress, see section 4.3.) it follows that X_ and A, are pro-
-2

portional to p .

When one of the time dependent exponential terms dominates one

expects a single exponential decay and a decay time proportional to
_2

p , which has actually been observed in our experiments.

The light increase after the spin-lattice relaxation partf3Jin

figure 4.1. can be understood as follows:

Generally, when the spin-lattice relaxation processes between the

triplet spin components are fast as compared to the phosphorescence

lifetime, the rate k at which the light intensity returns to its

steady state equilibrium is given by k » T . It could be verified
p -1 -1 2

that experimentally this rate is indeed equal to T , (T , = -r k) .

0pn pn J
in figure 4.1. and

the subsequent light increase can be described by

x (1) V x (2) V (3) X3t
y. = c. + c, e + c. e + c. e

with r- . . . _

A2 " ~ (W13 + "23' " ^ W H - W13W23 + W23

As an example we assume that the spin-lattice relaxation rates are

equal W J 3 = W 2 3 = W.

The eigenvalues of equation (5) are qiven by

Xj f» - (W + k)

X, w - (3W + ̂  k) (8)
2
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Figure D.2.

Internal conversion (IC) processes with conservation of spin state

character between the * n o o and W_ spin states, k is the decay

rate to the ground state. For the lowest spin states we assume

k = 0 sec
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w V2w

1/2k'

Figure D.3.

Schematic representation of the coupled ^nQO and *£.-,„ states.

System 1 corresponds with the coupled I1 "C and W» x states.
([OO X ^OO X

System 2 corresponds with the coupled ¥ T , W T , W^^TJ rioo z' noo y' too y

and W « T states. P. and P2 are the population rates of system

1 an<3 system 2 respectively, k is the decay rate to the ground

state and w is the effective relaxation rate between system 1

and system 2.
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Then after a microwave pulse we can expect relatively fast decay pro-
_2

cesses (proportional to p ) and a slow relaxation process with a rate
2

proportional to r k = k , .
J pn

The latter process corresponds with the slow increase in intensity

after the microwave pulse (see figure 4.1.).

Relaxation in the presence of [100] pressure

The ip and t|/_ states are degenerate (see figure 3.4.a.) .
X]OQ £00

Phonon assisted internal conversion (IC) with conservation of spin

state character is a very effective relaxation mechanism (see also

figure D.2.) (T *** 2-4 psec).

When the i|i T •* ty T, transition is pumped the population of
both the <1> x and tii T states is enhanced. We shall see that after

noo x 500 x
the microwave pulse, the population of the coupled (ip T , î; x )

1)00 X ^00 X

system is lowered mainly by relaxation to the (coupled) lowest spin

states.

The problem is simplified considerably by considering the dynamics

between the levels of figure D.2. to be phenomenologically the same

as that for the levels of figure D.3.

The idea is to omit the rapid dynamics between the levels ^_-_T and
I )UU X

ty_ T of figure D.2. and to consider these levels as just a single

level in figure D.3.

Likewise, level 2 of figure D.3. corresponds with the four lowest

levels of figure D.2. Since only half of the population can decay to

the A 1 ground state with a rate constant k, level 2 has an effec-

tive decay rate of ~z k.

We now discuss the spin-lattice relaxation of the system of

figure D.3. in more detail. We do this by considering the various

channels of figure D.4.

(i) spin-lattice relaxation between the components within indi-

vidual JT-states.
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/ J

/

1

\

/

Figure D.4.

Diagram of the spin-lattice relaxation (rate constant w.) and the

internal conversion with a change in spin state character (rate

constants w_ and w_) between the upper spin levels and the four

lower spin levels of the * n o o and

rate constant to the ground state.

r--.states, k is the decay
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Since M and M are zero in first
nrioo x ynoo z r£oo x Yt;oo y

and second order (see also page 51), only the spin-lattice

relaxation to the lowest spin states is taken to be effective

with a rate constant W..

(ii) internal conversion processes (with a change of spin state

character).

The rate constants are given by W2 and W~.

Level 1 of figure D.3. has a decay to the other spin-vibronic

levels with a rate (W. + W2 + W,) y, in which y. is the popu-

lation of level 1.

Level 2 of figure D.3. has a relaxation rate

2 4 y2 Wl + I y2 W2 W3> " \

The factor 2 arises because both upper levels in figure D.4. can be

populated by this relaxation process.

With (Wj + W2 + W3) = W we find

d_
dt

-k -w

- I w _ i k
2 W 2 k

f \

(9)

y. can be expressed as:

(1) Xlt (2) V
yl = cl cl e + cl e (10)

in which \ , and X« are eigenvalues of

-k -W -X o4 W
1 1 = 0

W " JW-jk -X

The eigenvalues can be approximated by

A ^ - f w - f k (ID
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X2 "* " f k
The model yields a relatively fast population decay of level 1 in

2
steady state with a rate constant of — k f k , .

(I!3 1 p h

figure D.3. described by the term c* e and a slow relaxation to

steady state with a rate constant of — k = k .

Experimentally the time behaviour of the light intensity is similar

to that observed in the [101] stress experiments (see figure 4.1.).

The mechanisms for spin-lattice relaxation are those discussed in

section 4.3., from which it follows that for one-phonon processes we
-2 -2

have W,, W,, W, ̂  p . Thus we again expect W *V/ p .
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SUMMARY

The P-centre in CaO consists of two electrons trapped in an oxygen

vacancy. The centre possesses bound excited states, of which the phos-

phorescent T^ state is a Jahn-Teller state. Jahn-Teller systems

have been of interest in many investigations. However, detailed experi-

mental studies about the relaxation paths for the Jahn-Teller states

are relative few. In this thesis we study by means of optical detection

of magnetic resonance (ODMR) and phosphorescence microwave double

resonance (PMDR) techniques the relaxation between the components of

the T. state, the magnetic properties of the individual spin-vibro-

nic Jahn-Teller states and the inhomogeneous line broadening in the

ODMR and PMDR spectra.

The experimental arrangement is described in chapter 2, together

with a short outline of the ODMR and PMDR techniques. The experiments

were performed at 1.4 K. Uniaxial stress upon the crystals could be
2

applied up to 20 kg/mm . A detailed description of the stress appa-

ratus can be found in chapter 2.

Chapter 3 deals with the ODMR spectra in the presence of uniaxial

stress. Changes in the ODMR frequencies were observed to be linearly

dependent upon the magnitude of the applied pressure. From the stress

experiments the spin-lattice interaction could be calculated. It

follows that the spin-vibronic T states are mainly coupled to e

strain. Our data show that coupling to e phonons dominates in the

relaxation of the spin-vibronic states.

In chapter 4 we study the time dependence of the phosphorescence

intensity directly after a microwave pulse. External stress is used

to study the problem selectively. Relaxation rates of the various

relaxation routes could be extracted quantitatively.

Phonon assisted internal conversion between the components of the

T., state with conservation of spin state character is a very

effective process. The process is accounted for by considering

coupling to e -phonons in first order perturbation theory.

Spin-lattice relaxation proceeds at a much smaller rate. The rate

depends upon the splitting between the vibronic Jahn-Teller states.
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The pressure dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rates is

accounted for in second order perturbation theory.

Even in the absence of stress the degeneracy between the components

of the T state will be lifted by intrinsic strains present in the

CaO single crystals. It is found that these internal strains have a

dramatic effect upon the ODMR and PMDR line shape of the F-centre. To

explain for the line shapes a random strain model (chapter 5) has been

employed in which the parameters are the magneto-elastic tensor com-

ponents of chapter 3.

However, to account fully for the line shape not only the spin-

lattice interaction has to be taken into account but also the dynamic

processes. In agreement with the results of chapter 4 the ODMR line

shape indicates that internal conversion with conservation of spin

state character is a very fast process. It is outlined in chapter 5

that the presence of such effective decay routes gives rise to ano-

malous polarizations in the ODMR and PMDR spectra.

Four appendices have been included in the last part of this thesis.

Appendix A deals with the Jahn-Teller coupling of the electronic wave

functions I(P_, li and IJJ to a single pair of E modes. In appendix B

we consider the effect of uniaxial stress upon the energy of the

vibronic Jahn-Teller states. Appendix C gives a brief outline of the

magnetic properties of the T. state. Finally in appendix D we

demonstrate how the relaxation rates can be extracted from the time-

resolved experiments.
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SAMENVATTING

Het F-center in CaO bestaat uit twee elektronen die de plaats in-

nemen van een zuurstofatoom van het kristalrooster^ Dit kleurcenter

bezit aangeslagen toestanden. Eén daarvan is de fosforescerende T

Jahn-Teller toestand» Veel research is reeds verricht aan Jahn-Teller

systemen« Het aantal gedetailleerde onderzoeken dat handelt over

relaxatieprocessen tussen verschillende Jahn-Teller toestanden is

echter gering. Dit proefschrift beschrijft de relaxatie tussen de

componenten van de T toestand, de magnetische eigenschappen van de

spin-vibronische niveau's en de inhomogene lijnverbreding in de ODMR

en PMDR spectra.

De bij de metingen gebruikte apparatuur wordt beschreven in hoofd-

stuk 2. Een korte uitleg wordt gegeven over de ODMR en PMDR technie-

ken. De experimenten zijn uitgevoerd bij 1,4 K. Op de kristallen kon

een uniaxiale druk worden uitgeoefend. Een gedetailleerde beschrijving

van het drukmechanisme is in hoofdstuk 2 opgenomen.

In hoofdstuk 3 beschouwen we ODMR spectra die opgenomen zijn ter-

wijl uniaxiale druk op het kristal werd uitgeoefend. De veranderingen

in de ODMR resonantiefrequenties zijn lineair evenredig met de grootte

van de externe druk. Uit de verkregen experimentele gegevens wordt de

spin-rooster interactie berekend. Het blijkt dat de T spin-vibro-

nische toestanden hoofdzakelijk gekoppeld zijn aan e spanningen in

het kristal.

In hoofdstuk 4 bestuderen we het tijdsafhankelijke gedrag van de

fosforescentie intensiteit na een microgolfpuls. Met behulp van ex-

terne druk kan het probleem vereenvoudigd worden. Van een aantal

relaxatieprocessen is de snelheidskonstante kwantitatief bepaald.

Interne conversie tussen de verschillende T, toestanden, met

behoud van spinkarakter, is een zeer effectief relaxatiekanaal. Het

proces wordt verklaard met e fononen en eerste orde storingstheorie.

Spin-rooster relaxatie verloopt veel langzamer. De snelheidskon-

stante hangt af van het energieverschil tussen de vibronische" Jahn-

Teller toestanden. De invloed van uniaxiale druk op de snelheids-

konstante wordt beschreven met tweede orde storingstheorie.
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STELLINGEN

I. De door H. Schwarz en J.L. Holmes beschouwde waterstofmigratie

binnen het methylacetaat radicaalkation kan op een alternatieve

wijze beschreven worden.

H. Schwarz et al. Organic Mass Spectroraetry 14 (1979) p. 25

J.L. Holmes et al. Organic Mass Spectrometry 14 (1979) p. 512

II. De conclusie van Coles dat de stoichiometry van ijzer-zwavel

clusters in het gezuiverde enzym succinaatdehydrogenase ook zou

gelden voor het membraam gebonden enzym is aan bedenkingen

onderhevig.

C.J. Coles et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. 76 (1979) p. 3805

III. De Franck-Condon factor bepaald door Atkinson voor de 8,
1 1

fluorescentie behorende bij de A^u —> An overgang van

glyoxaaldamp heeft weinig waarde.

G.H, Atkinson et al. J. Mol. Spectrosc. 76 (1979) B. I65

IV. Het toekennen van de ionisatiepotentialen I. en I- aan metaal

d-orbitals in Cr(N-i-Pr2)_ , zonder gebruik te maken van

He(I)/He(II) cross section verschillen, alleen op grond van de

SW Xo< computerberekening aan Cr(NHp)o is discutabel.

M.H. Chisholm et al. J.A.C.S. 102 (1980) p. 46

V. De door Frazier beweerde onderlinge ligging van de d . orbital

en de d _ „ orbital in M(CO),L conrolexen is op
x - y 5

grond van de resultaten verkregen uit fotochemie en uit I-lCD

metingen onjuist.

C.C. Frazier et al. Inorganic Chemistry 12 (1978) p. 2736

VI. De Huang-Rhys factor, spin-baan koppelingsparameter en spin-

spin interactie berekend door Le Si Dang voor het F-center in

CaO zijn speculatief.

Le Si Dang et al. J. de Physique 23. (1978) p. 760



VII. Hoewel het voorontwerp provinciaal plan ter verwijdering van

afvalstoffen van de provinciale waterstaat van Noord-Holland

vol staat met goede richtlijnen, is hiervan bij de concrete

beleidsplannen weinig terug te vinden.

Voorontwerp Provinciaal Plan ter verwijdering van afvalstoffen

ex. artikel k, 17, 25 en 26 der Afvalstoffenwet.

VIII. De steeds veranderende namen van hogere fungi leiden niet tot

meer duidelijkheid binnen deze betrekkelijk kleine proep van

paddestoelen.

IX. Bij de studie aan i'ractionerinpseffecten van triplefilament

bronnen in thermische ionisatie massaspectrometrie houdt Koore

ten onrechte geen rekening met het feit dat de bijdrage van

beide monsterfilamenten ongelijk is.

L.J. Moore et al. Advances in Mass Soectrometry 7A (1978) p. 2J,B



Tengevolge van interne spanningen in de kristallen is, ook als er

geen uitwendige druk wordt toegepast, de ontaarding tussen de compo-

nenten van de T toestand opgeheven. Dit blijkt van grote invloed

te zijn op de ODMR en PMDR lijnvorro. Bij de interpretatie van de

lijnvorm gebruiken we een random strain model (zie hoofdstuk 5) waar-

bij de parameters de componenten zijn van de magneto-elastische tensor

G uit hoofdstuk 3.

Om een volledige beschrijving van de lijnvorm te kunnen geven moe-

ten ook de dynamische processen in beschouwing genomen worden. In

hoofdstuk 5 wordt uiteengezet dat de aanwezigheid van zeer effectieve

relaxatieprocessen leidt tot anomale polarisaties in de ODMR en PMDR

spectra.

In het laatste gedeelte van dit proefschrift zijn vier appendices

opgenomen. In appendix A wordt ingegaan op de Jahn-Teller koppeling

van de elektronen golffunkties 'Jv, i> en ijj met e vibraties. In

appendix B behandelen we het effect van uniaxiale druk op de energie

van de vibronische Jahn-Teller toestanden. Appendix C geeft een korte

uitleg over de magnetische eigenschappen van de T spinniveau's.

Tenslotte wordt in appendix D uiteengezet hoe de snelheidskonstanten

van de verschillende relaxatieprocessen verkregen kunnen worden uit

de tijdsafhankelijke intensiteit van de fosforescentie direkt na een

résonante microgolfpuls.
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